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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
For locally compact groups there is an analog of the n-dimen-
sional Lehesgue measure, the so called Haar measure. For infinite di­
mensional locally convex vector spaces - which are not locally compact 
- things look quite different. In fact, for such spaces there is even 
no non-zero translation quasi-invariant (σ-finite) measure (Sudakov's 
Theorem; see [20], pp. 12); so one does not expect the usual measure 
theory to hold. 
We shall restrict ourselves to infinite dimensional Hilhert 
spaces. The Hilbert space is assumed to he real and separable. Chapter 
17 excluded. In order to have great resemblance to the known concept of 
measure on the finite dimensional subspaces of the Hilbert space, we 
follow Gelfand and Wilenkin [h] in choosing our definition of cylinder 
measure (Chapter 1). The idea of cylinder measures originated from A. 
N 
Kolmogorov for the product space R . In particular the Gaussian (cylin­
der) measures have been studied by many authors, often from the point 
of view of Stochastic Processes (see the references at the end of this 
paper). In the Chapters 2 and 7 we elaborate the example of product 
(cylinder) measures. 
Unlike most authors on this subject we do not consider only normalized 
cylinder measures. This in view of the decomposition theorems in Chap­
ter 6. 
In the third and fourth chapters we define some operations 
for cylinder measures which are inherited from the locally compact 
case; especially we pay attention to the concept of the Fourier trans­
formation, initiated by Kolmogorov (see [11]). 
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Chapter 5 is concerned with continuity of cylinder measures 
as investigated by Minios [1U]. 
In Chapter 6 we state the Hewitt-Yosida Decomposition (see 
[9]) of a cylinder measure into a σ-additive and a purely finitely ad­
ditive part. Parallel to this we write a cylinder measure as the sum 
of a continuous and a purely discontinuous one. 
V. Sazonov characterized σ-additive cylinder measures in 
terms of their Fourier transforms (Chapters θ and 9)· This theorem 
(9·1) is stated in this paper as an introduction to new results in the 
theory. In fact, one of the main purposes of this thesis is to formu­
late a complement of Sazonov's Theorem for purely finitely additive 
cylinder measures (see below). To do this, the Laplace transformation 
(Chapter 10) appears to be very suitable. In particular the positivity 
of the Laplace transforms of cylinder measures will be useful. 
For a cylinder measure μ on the Hilbert space Η we define the Laplace 
transform Lp by 
Lp(x) = ƒ e-|<x*y>U(y) (x € Η) 
Η 
Let the HS-topology (or Sazonov topology) be the coarsest topology τ 
on Η for which all Hilbert-Schmidt operators as mappings from (Η,τ) 
into (H,|| ||) are continuous. Then Theorem 10.12 implies that a cy­
linder measure μ is purely finitely additive if and only if 
HS - lim inf Ly(x) = 0. 
x-O 
We shall apply this in two fields of examination. 
Firstly we regard rotation invariant cylinder measures (Chapter 11). 
In Theorem 11.7 we generalize and strengthen a well-known result of L. 
LeCam for Gaussian measures (see [2], pp. 12). 
8 
Secondly the Laplace transformation appears to Ъе the favorite trans­
formation in studying the convolution of cylinder measures (Chapter 13). 
Our main theorem on this subject states that the convolution of a σ-
additive and a purely finitely additive cylinder measure is again pure­
ly finitely additive (Theorem 13.10). 
In the Chapters 12 and lit we study the composition of a 
cylinder measure with a bounded linear operator in connection with σ-
additivity and continuity. 
To prove an analog of Theorem 10.12 for purely discontinuous 
instead of purely finitely additive cylinder measures, we give a use­
ful equivalent of continuity (see 15.Ό· We succeed in proving the fol­
lowing. 
A cylinder measure μ is purely discontinuous if and only if 
lim inf Lp(x) = 0 (Theorem I5.8) 
x-*-0 
We are also able to translate other theorems from the σ-additive to the 
continuous case. For instance we can deduce that the convolution of a 
continuous and a purely discontinuous cylinder measure is purely dis­
continuous. 
In Chapter l6 we drop the requirement for cylinder measures 
to be non-negative. In fact, we collect several equivalent definitions 
of continuity for signed cylinder measures (Theorem 16.6). 
In the last chapter we discuss the necessity for the Hilbert 
space to be real and separable. Theorem 17.5 states that σ-additive 
cylinder measures on a non-separable Hilbert space are "concentrated" 
in a separable Hilbert subspace. It follows that for Hilbert spaces of 
non-measurable cardinality there is a canonical correspondence between 
9 
o-additive Borei measures and o-additive cylinder measures. 
It turns out that the theory also holds for complex Hilhert spaces. 
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1. Cylinder sets and cylinder measures 
Let the letter H stand for a real Hilbert space. The inner 
product in H will he denoted Ъу < , > and the corresponding norm Ъу 
|| J|. In order to define the concept "measure" on H we need an alge­
bra of subsets of H. Moreover we want to have the definition in accor­
dance with the well-known concept of the σ-additive measures on the 
finite dimensional Hilbert spaces. 
By a measure we always mean a σ-additive function from a σ-algebra to 
[0,«°). For a topological, space Τ let Ä(T) be the Borei a-algebra, i.e. 
the smallest o-algebra that contains all open sets in T. For an 
A € Ä(R ) we mean by a probability it on A a measure on A (A) with 
ir(A) = 1. 
1.1 Definition. A cylinder set (or briefly a cylinder) Ζ in Η is 
a subset of Η of the form 
{x € Η | (<x,a1>,...,<x,an>) € Ai, 
where η 6 Η, a,»..»»a are certain vectors in Η and A €ÄlRn)· 
Such a cylinder set is said to be based on the linear span 
[a1,...,an] of a1,...,an. 
Examples of cylinder sets in Η are Η itself, strips {x€H | <x,a> € 1} 
where a € Η and I is a (half-)closed or (half-)open interval in R, 
ι
 n
 2 {x € Η | Σ <x,a.> _< 5) where a.,....a € H. It is easy to see that 
i=1 1 1 n 
the closed unit ball {x £ Η | | |x| | <_ 1} is not a cylinder. 
1.2 For a linear sub space M of Η let P M : Η -*• M be the canonical 
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projection onto M. We remark that cylinder sets can also Ъе characte­
rized as subsets of H of the form 
P"1(B) = В + M1, 
where M is a finite dimensional subspace of H and В € (0(М). 
[М^ is the orthogonal complement of M in H]. 
1.3 Whenever a cylinder set is based on a finite dimensional sub-
space of H, it is also based on a larger subspace. It follows that the 
collection І of all cylinders is closed under taking finite unions and 
complements. In fact, suppose that for both i € {1,2} Ζ. is a cylinder, 
based on a finite dimensional M.. Then the union Z, U Z„ is based on 
ι 1 2 
Q 
the sum M^M.. We shall denote the complement of a cylinder Ζ by Ζ . 
С / С С \ с 
Then Ζ. is again based on M... Hence Z. П Z 2 = (Z U Zp) is based on 
M.+Mp. Thus 3 is an algebra. Choose an orthonormal base {e.}·. of H. 
The closed unit ball is the countable intersection of the cylinders 
ι
 n
 2 {x € H | Σ <x,e.> < 1}. This implies that X is not a o-algebra. 
i=1 1 ~ 
Let Σ(ί) be the smallest a-algebra, that contains S. 
1.U Lemma. Σ(?) is the collection А(Н) of all Borei sets in H. 
Proof. <a(H) is a a-algebra and it contains X. So Z(s) cô(H). To 
prove the inclusion &(H) с Σ(a), it is sufficient to show that the 
closed (unit) ball(s) belong to Σ(A). This is done already in 1.3. о 
The following definition is essentially due to Kolmogorov (see [10]). 
1.5 Definition. A cylinder measure μ on Η is a finitely additive 
function from Í to [0,·»), with the extra property 
let '•^¿/•_1 be a countable collection of pairwise disjoint cylinders, 
12 
all based on the same finite dimensional subspace M of H, then 
00 00 
μ( U Ζ.) = Σ vtZjb 
i=1 i=1 
If moreover ylH) = 1, ve call μ a normalized cylinder measure. 
Definition. When μ is a cylinder measure on Η and M is a linear 
subspace of H, the so called induced cylinder measure μ on M is defi­
ned Ъу 
V μΜ(Ζ} = μ(Ζ+Κ^) (Ζ is a cylinder in M). 
When M is finite dimensional μ,, is defined on the o-algebra <Ô(M) and 
M 
u,, is even a σ-additive measure. 
M 
In formula 
μ
Μ
(Β) = μ(Ρ^1(Β)) (В €A(M)). 
Remark. A cylinder measure μ is automatically outer regular, i.e. 
y(Z) = inf ίμίΖ') | Ζ' € ί. Ζ' open. Ζ' => Ζ} (Ζ € ί). 
In fact, if Ζ = А+м" (certain Μ with dim(M) < » and A €<Ô(M))> then 
μ(Ζ) = P.-CA) and since the σ-additive μ,, is regular, the assertion fol-
M M 
lows. See also Remark (2) in section 17.6. 
1.6 Definition. Let M and N Ъе two closed linear subspaces of H 
with M с N. A cylinder measure μ on M and a cylinder measure ν on N are 
said to be compatible (or consistent) if for every cylinder Ζ in M we 
have 
μ(Ζ) = v(Z+(N θ M))· 
(Here Ν θ M = M Л Ν.) 
Equivalently, the measures μ and ν as above are compatible iff μ = ν... 
M 
Let J be a system of closed linear subspaces of H and let for eve­
ry M € 3 a cylinder measure f(M) on M be given. We call the collection 
0 
closed with respect to taking intersections. 
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{f(M)}
 e у
 a compatible system if for every pair M,N e ï the cylin-
der measure f(M) and f(M Π Ν) are compatible. 
Lenma. la) For a cylinder measure μ on Η the collection 
{uM | M finite dimensional subspace of H} 
is a compatible system of (σ-additrve) measures. 
(b) Given a compatible system ? of measures on the finite 
dimensional subspaces of H, there exists exactly one cylinder measure 
μ on H, such that 
9" = {μ
Μ
 | M finite dimensional}. 
For the easy proof we refer to [Ί], pp. 283. 
In the sequel until Chapter 17 by H we mean a separable real Hilbert 
space of infinite dimension. 
1.7 Every (a-additive)measure О П А ( Н ) yields by restriction to 7 
an (even σ-additive) cylinder measure on H. In the next section we 
shall use this remark to construct σ-additive cylinder measures. 
Example. For every χ € Η, the so called Dirac measure 6 on А(Ю 
is defined by f 0 if A €A(H), χ Й A 
δ (A) = \ 
* I 1 if A € A(H), χ € A. 
The restriction on δ to 2 we call again the Dirac (cylinder) measure 
(concentrated at x) and we denote it by δ . 
We can regard δ. as a degeneration (with variance σ • 0) of the 
1.8 Gaussian measures. Let σ be a positive real number. Define for 
every finite dimensional subspace M of Η the measure λ by 
λ
Μ
(Α) = I ( ¿ ) i n exp(- -^1 |x| |2)dx (A €A(M)), 
1U 
where η = dim(M). 
(Putting an isometric isomorphism between M and Rn, we can interpret 
the integral as an ordinary I^esgue-integral on R n). 
Then tXM | dim(M) < »} is a compatible system of σ-additive measures 
and hence by Lemma 1.6(b) it yields a cylinder measure, which we call 
the Gaussian measure λ with parameter σ. (See [U], pp. 308 for the 
explicit calculation.) 
1.9 Let F : H ••• R be a linear function. Let M be a finite dimen­
sional linear subspace of H. 
There is exactly one vector a^ . 6 M such that for every χ € M, 
F(X) « <x,aM>. 
It is easy to see that the measures δ form a compatible system У. 
Let v_ be the cylinder measure, belonging to У as in Lemma 1.6(b). Then 
we have 
Proposition, p., is a Dirac measure if and only if F is continuous. 
Proof. The following statements are equivalent 
- F is continuous 
- There is an a € H such that F(x) = <x,a> holds for every χ € H 
- There is an a € H such that for every finite dimensional M 
F(x) = <P^c,a> * <x,PMa> (x € M) 
- There is an a € H such that for every finite dimensional M 
P,.a = a,, and therefore (δ ),, = δ^ = S M "M a M PMa a M 
- Vj, " δ for a certain vector a. α 
The measures μ- as above are minimal in the following sense. 
Assertion. Let ν be a cylinder measure with ν <, vp. Then ν is a 
15 
non-negative multiple of ν_. 
г 
Proof. For every finite dimensional subspace M of Η we have 
v
w
 < (μ,-,)·.· Because the mass of (u_)., is concentrated at one point, v.. M — г М г М M 
must Ъе concentrated at one (namely the same) point. So v.. = t./μ,,).. 
for a certain t.. € [0,1]. 
M 
Because of the compatibility of the measures vM, t is independent of 
M. Thus there is a t € [0,1] such that for every M, dim(M) < « we have 
VM = t(,,P)M = ^ " F ^ · 
The assertion follows, о 
Let fi Ъе the collection of all cylinder measures μ on H with μ(Η) <_ 1. 
The minimal normalized cylinder measures on Η are extreme points of P. 
Conversely the μ-'β (F linear on H) and the zero measure are the only 
extreme points of fi. This can Ъе seen as follows. 
Let ν Ъе a cylinder measure in fi. Suppose ν is not the zero measure 
and not a μ_· Then for a certain finite dimensional M, v., is not con-
a M 
centrated at one point. So there is an A €<S(M), such that vM(A) φ 0 
and v,.(Ac; ^  0. Write Z
n
 = Α+ΝΓ. M и 
Define the cylinder measures v1 and v 2 Ъу 
v^ZJ = ^ p y (Ζ Π Z0) (Zea) and 
v2(Z) =·
 V
^
H
^ ν (Ζ Π Z ^ (Z e? ) respectively. 
Then v. | ,v 2 € Ρ, v 1 Φ v 2 and 
v(z0) v(z;) 
ν = 7 ( Η Γ Ί +Wr>2· 
Hence ν is not an extreme point of fi. 
Of course (Н) = 1 or v(H) = 0, if ν is an extreme point of fi. 
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1.10 Further on we shall need the following well-known theorem 
(see [10], pp. 17). 
Theorem. Every σ-additive measure on an algebra A is uniquely ex­
tendable to a (σ-additive) measure on the σ-algebra Σ(Α), generated by 
A. 
2. A method to construct cylinder measures 
N 
2.1 The cylinder sets in R are by definition subsets of the form 
{x € RN | (χ.,...,x. ) ε A}, 
1 к 
where к € Ν, Ц.,,...,^) e N and A e<58(Rk). 
(x. stands for the i-th coordinate of x.) 
N 
Let us denote the algebra of all cylinder sets in R by the letter С 
For each i € Ν, let there be given a (regular} propability μ on R. 
We define the function μ : С •*• [0,1] by 
μ (lx € RN Ι (χ. ,...,χ. ) € Ai) = μ. χ...χ μ. (Α) 
(к € Ν, i1 ik € Κ, A €<6(Rk>). 
Note. For every к € N and all probabilities μ ,... ,μ on R, 
к μ. χ...χ μ. is the product measure on R . 
In the following construction of cylinder measures we use the well-
known 
2.2 Theorem. (Kolmogorov). For each i £ Ν, let there be given a 
probability μ. on R. Then μ is a positive, regular, σ-additive mea-
1 со 
sure on the algebra Ü. 
(See [10], pp. 29 for the proof.) 
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Because μ is o-additive, by the Extension Theorem 1.10 we can extend 
V (uniquely) to a σ-additive measure on the O-algebra Σ(ΐ?), generated 
Ъу )?. We denote the extension again Ъу μ . 
It turns out that Σθ?) =<Й(К ), when R is provided with the product 
topology. 
2.3 From now on in this section ie.}·.- is a fixed orthonormal 
base of H. By the embedding χ -»• (<x,e1> ,.. . ><x,e.> ,. .. ) of Η into R , 
N 
we may regard Η as a part of R . 
Assertion. 3. с Σ (G). 
« ш η л 
Proof. Because Η = U П U € RN | Σ χ. £ к 2}, we have H€ T(Ç). 
k=1 n=1 i=1 1 
Using I.U we have З с ς(Α) = Ä ( H ) = Σ({σ1θ3βά balls in Η} ) с Σ (if). The 
last inclusion follows from the fact that the unit ball in Η equals 
Ν ι " 2 {x € R | Σ χ. <_ 1), which is the countable intersection of the cy-
i=1 1 
Ν ,
 n
 ? linder sets {x € R | Σ xT < 1} in If. о 
ϊ=Ί
 1 
Consequently μ (Ζ) makes sense for every Ζ 6 J?. 
2.І* Theorem. The restriction μ I of μ to Η is a cylinder mea-
sure (which automatically is σ-additive). 
When μ |TT is not trivial (i.e. μ (Η) > θ) μ |„ is even normalized. 
« Ι H œ » Ι η 
Proof. From the notes in 2.3 it is immediate that μ^Ιμ is a cy­
linder measure. 
2 Let us denote the cylinder {x € R | Σ x. <_ к } in R by Z' 
i=1 1 n » K 
(n € N, к € R). The events Ζ' . and Η in R are independent (i.e. 
μ (Ζ' Π Η) = μ (Ζ" )μ (Η)). In fact, μ (Ζ' П Η) = 00
 η,κ » η,к ·» «· η,к 
μ (Ζ' , Π {χ £ RN Ι Σ χ? < »}) = . 2 
i=n+1 
18 
= μ Цх € Rn Ι Σ χ 2 < k2>x{x € H { n + 1' n + 2—- } J Σ
 χ
2
 < - } ) . 
i-1 1 ~ i=n+1 1 
= the product of μ, χ...χ у ({χ ζ Rn Ι Σ χ? < k2}) and 
1 η
 i-1 1 -
i < > ( { x 6 R{n +1,n +2,...} j - χ2 } ) = μ ( ζ ( ) μ ( Η ) > 
i=n+1 
Since у is σ-additive we have 
n+1 μη+2 •· - ' ." .. "i • " "Oo^n.k' 
VJE) = sup inf μβ(Ζ· k Π Η) = sup inf yjz; kb.(H) =μοο(Η)μοοΙΗ). 
к η ' к η * 
Consequently V^iü) - 1 or v^W = 0. • 
We continue with the notation we just used. 
2.5 Example. Let σ > 0. For all i € N let у. Ъе the probahility 
on R with density function 
- · —
L
e x p (-^t2) (t € R). /2πσ ^ ч 2σν 
00
 " Ν 
Η с U Π {χ € R I |x.I £ к for all i e {1,.·.,n}} and hence 
k=1 n=1 1 
у
ш
(Н) < sup inf у1 X...X у ({χ e R
n
 Ι |χ·| < к for all i € il,...,η}}) 
keN nÊN 
= sup inf ( ƒ -rr~- exp(- • T - t 2 ) d t ) n = 0. (See a l so 7-5 and T . 6 ) . 
i írír ÉTw ! » 2πσ ¿a 
k€N n€N -k 
Hence y (H) = 0. 
à.6 Proposition. For each i € Ν, let there Ъе given a ргоЪаЪіІі-
ty y. with finite second moment m. = ƒ t dy.vt). 
00 R 
Suppose that Σ m. < «. Then μ
οο
(Η) = 1. 
i=1 
Proof. Let the i-th coordinate function p· be defined by 
pi(x) = xi (x € RN, i € Ν). 
n
 2 
η ·*• Σ p. (η € NJ is an increasing sequence of integrable functions 
i-i 1 
with respect to y . Their integrals have the common bound Σ m.. 
" i-1 1 
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For , « > " m. = ζ f
 χ
2 âvjx) = Σ ƒ„ (p.(x) ) 2 άμ (χ) > 
1=1 1=1 R 1=1 R 
η
 ? 
ƒ Ζ (ΐΛχ)Γ dvjy.) (η € Κ). 
R i=1 
ш
 2 2 
By Beppo Levi's Theorem it follows that Σ χ. = Σ (p.(χ)) converges 
N І = 1 1 І = 1 
for μ -almost every χ € R . 
Thus RM с Η μ,,,,-a.e. Therefore μ
οο
(Η) = V00(R
N) • 1. α 
More about this in 7.6. 
2.7 Example. Let {t.} Ъе a sequence of real numbers all unequal to 
" 2 0, such that Ζ t. < «·. For all ι 6 N let μ. be the probability on R 
i=1 1 :l 
with density function 
1
 l' 1 
Then μ^ ί,Η) = 1. 
(Explicit calculation shows that 
μ ({χ С R N Ι Σ χ? < к2}) > 1 - - 0 Σι? (k,n € Ν). ш
 '..ι —
 —
 , ¿ . 4 l 1=1 к ι=1 
Compare this with section 8.7). 
2.8 Let μ be a normalized cylinder measure on H. If there exists 
00 
an orthonormal base {e.}.
=1 of H such that for each η € Ν, 
μ[β 1 en] • »[e,)XVle2l * ' ' ^ »[ej 0 n [ e1 e n ] · 
μ is called a product measure (relative to {e.}._.)· 
The cylinder measures which we get in the manner of 2.h are all pro­
duct measures. 
Conversely, given a product measure μ relative to the orthonormal base 
,«· N . . 
le.}.-, we can construct a μ on R as in 2.3. The relation between 
the restriction of μ
Μ
 to Η and the original μ on Η will be stated in 7·1· 
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3. Operations with cylinder measures 
As a general rule, one can perform the same operations with 
cylinder measures as with Borei measures (see [18]). 
Let H. and H_ Ъе two (separable real) Hilbert spaces. 
3.1 Given cylinder measures μ. on H. (i=1,2) we want to construct 
the cylinder measure \i. χ μ 2 on the direct sum H. 9 H 2 - the so called 
product of y. and μ 2 - such that (v1 χ Vp^u
 =
 V· (i = 1»2). 
Let P. : HL · H_ ·»• H. be the canonical projection onto H. (i=1,2). 
Let M be a finite dimensional linear subspace of Η« ® Hp. Then 
M с P^M) 9 Р 2Ш) 
and РЛМ) ® Рр(М) is a finite dimensional linear subspace of H. 9 H.. 
Define (μ1 χ μ 2 ) Μ as the measure on M, induced by tw^p (Μ)
><
^
μ2^Ρ (M)' 
Then (μ- χ Vp) M is σ-additive and it is easy to verify that 
t(u1 * V M ' M C H1 * H 2 ' dim(M) < "i 
is a compatible system. By 1.6 this system determines a cylinder mea­
sure on H1 9 H2, which we define as the desired μ., χ μ_. 
3.2 Let В € L(H 1,H 2) (i.e. В is a bounded linear operator from H1 
to Hg). For every cylinder set Ζ in H 2 the inverse image B
-
 (ZJ is a 
cylinder in H.. For, suppose 
Ζ = {χ € H2 J (<x,a1>,...,<x,an>) € A} 
for certain vectors a..,...,a in Hp and a certain A € A ( R ). Then 
B- (Z) = {x € H1 | (<Bx,a1>,...,<Bx,an>) € A} = 
21 
= {χ € Η | (<χ,Β а^.-.^х.В а >) e A}. Here В denotes the adjoint 
operator of В. В a. € H- li = 1,...,n) and hence indeed Β (Ζ) is a cy­
linder in H.. 
_1 . *. . . 
It follows that Β (Ζ) is based on Β (M) if the cylinder Ζ itself is 
based on M. 
Let μ be a cylinder measure on H1. Define the function μ-Β on the cy­
linder sets in H 2 by 
(μ о B" 1)(Z) = μ(Β"1(Ζ)) (Ζ cylinder in H 2). 
To show that μοΒ is a cylinder measure on H«, we only have to prove 
the σ-additivity of (μ о В ) M for each finite dimensional subspace M 
of H- and the proof of this fact is immediate. 
3-3 Let μ be a cylinder measure on Η and let P M : Η •*• M be the 
canonical projection onto the linear subspace M of H. Then 
»
 0 р
м
1
 - V 
In particular, if μ. and P. (i = 1,2) are as in 3.1, then 
(μ, χ y 2) o PT
1
 »μ. li » 1,2). 
3.1t Let S : H + H be the bounded linear operator (in symbols 
S б L(H)), defined by 
Sx = -χ (χ € H). 
Let μ be a cylinder measure on H. Then 
μ" = μ о S~ 
is called the adjoint cylinder measure of μ. μ is said to be symmetric 
if μ = μ~. μ^+ίμ is called the symmetrization of μ. 
When μ = μ о U for every unitary U € U H ) , μ is said to be rotation 
invariant. The Gaussian measures, as defined in 1.8, are rotation in-
22 
variant. 
3.5 Let μ- and μ^ Ъе two cylinder measures on H. Define 
Ρ € Ц Н β Η,Η) Ъу 
Т((х х
г
)) = χ1+χ2 ((χ1,χ2) e Η » Η). 
By 3.1 and 3.2 (μ. χ μ-) ο Ρ" is a cylinder measure on Η. 
We denote this cylinder measure by μ1 * μ« and call it the convolution 
of μ. and μ_· 
It is not difficult to see that (μ. * μρ^Μ = ^і^м * ^ 2^Ы íor е у е гУ 
linear subspace M of H. Thus the convolution of the Gaussian measures 
with parameters a and τ respectively is the Gaussian measure with pa­
rameter σ+τ. 
3.6 Let μ1 and μ 2 Ъе two cylinder measures on H. Then the l.u.b. 
μ1 ν \¡2 of μ-ι and μ 2, defined Ъу 
μ. V μ (Ζ) = sup {μ/Ζ Π Ζ.) + μ
ρ
(Ζ П Ζ0)} (Ζ Ç.S) 
is again a cylinder measure, because of the following lemma. 
Lemma. Let μ and ν Ъе finitely additive measures on an algebra. 
Suppose that 0 <, ν _< μ and that μ is σ-additive. Then ν is σ-additive. 
(In our case we have 0 < (μ, ν μ0)., < (μι+μ,-Jw ^
о г
 linear subspaces M.) 
Note that in general (μ1 ν μ 2 ) Μ j (ч^м v ^2^М' 
The g.l.b, μ1 л μ 2 of μ1 and μ 2 is defined by 
U, Λ μ2(Ζ) = inf {Ul(Z Π Ζ,) + μ2(Ζ П Z°)} (Z € * ) . 
Z-€^ 
(See also [9]). 
3.7 The usual properties of the l.u.b. and g.l.b. hold. For in-
stance they are associative and commutative; the cylinder measures 
even form a distributive lattice. Moreover the following statements 
are easy to prove. 
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Proposition. Let μ. and μ- be cylinder measures on H. 
(aj μ1 ν μ 2 > μ^^ and μ1 л μ 2 <, μ^^ for both i € {1,2}. 
(b) μ ν μ 2 + ν1 л μ 2 = μ1
+μ2· 
(c) μ. ν μ» (μ. л μ«) is the smallest (biggest) cylinder measure that 
is greater Iless) than or equal to μ1 and μ^. 
h. The Fourier transformation 
The Fourier transform of a cylinder measure turns out to be 
a very useful concept in our theory. 
First we shall define the integral of so called tame functions with 
respect to a cylinder measure in general. 
!t.1 A function f : H ->· С is said to be tame if there is a finite 
dimensional linear subspace M of H such that the restriction of f to M 
is Borei measurable on M and for all χ € H 
f (χ) = fÍPjjX). 
Such a function is said to be based on M. 
For instance, the characteristic functions of cylinder sets are tame. 
For every a € Η the function χ -*• e ' (χ € Η) is tame. 
li.2 Bounded tame functions are integrable with respect to any cy­
linder measure in the following natural way. 
If f is a tame function, say based on M (dim(M) < <») and μ is a cylin­
der measure, then by definition 
ƒ f(x) dy(x) = ƒ f(y) dwM(y). 
H M 
From the compatibility of the μ 's it follows that ƒ f(x) ä.]i(x.) is in-
M
 H 
dependent of the choice of M. 
2li 
In particular, for every Ζ € * we have 
ƒ χ„(χ; dp(xj = y(Z). 
Η
 z 
(χ„ is the characteristic function of Z.) 
When μ is a σ-additive cylinder measure on H, we can extend μ to a σ-
additive measure μ опЙ(Н). Then for every bounded tame function on Η 
we have 
ƒ f dy = ƒ f άμ. 
Η Η 
Remark. Starting with tame functions L. Gross and I. Segal have 
developed an integration theory on Hilbert spaces (see [6] and [8]). 
U.3 Let μ be a cylinder measure on H. We define the Fourier trans­
form μ : Η -> С of μ by 
ÍU) = S ei<x'a>dP(a) (χ € H). 
H 
We shall denote also the classical Fourier transformation on σ-addi­
tive measures (on locally compact groups) by * (see [16]). 
Remark that we deal with e ' instead of the usual e ' 
Mote, μ = (μ) , when μ is a σ-additive cylinder measure and μ is as in 
4.2. Further the restriction of μ to a subspace M of Η equals (μ
Μ
) . 
Here we identified Η with its dual Η and M with M. 
Example• Let β > 0. The function 
x
 +
e
- H l x | l 2
 U € H ) 
is the Fourier transform of the Gaussian measure with parameter σ. 
U.U Let μ and ν be cylinder measures on Η with μ = v. Then for 
every finite dimensional linear subspace M we have 
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Because there is a one-one correspondence between measures and their 
Fourier transforms in the locally compact case (see [l6], pp.21) we 
obtain that μ,, = v., if dim(M) < ·». By 1.6 this implies that μ and ν 
M м 
are equal. 
So a cylinder measure is completely determined by its Fourier trans­
form. 
U.5 A complex valued function φ on H is said to be positive de­
finite if for all choices of η e Ν, с.,...,с € С, х-.-.-.х € Η we 
have 
Σ с. с. φΐχ.-χ.) >. 0. 
i,j-i 0 α 
U.6 Analogously to the Bochner Theorem for locally compact groups 
(see [16]) the following theorem holds. 
Theorem, (a) For every cylinder measure μ on Η μ is positive de­
finite. Furthermore μ is normalized if and only if μ(θ) = 1. 
(b) Every positive definite function on Η which is con­
tinuous on the finite dimensional subspaces of Η is the Fourier trans­
form of a cylinder measure on H. 
The proof is not difficult; use 1.6 and the Bochner Theorem for the 
finite dimensional subspaces. 
Theorem U.6 yields a construction method to get more examples of cy­
linder measures (see 7·5). 
U.7 Definition. Let μ be a cylinder measure on Η and let 
a.,...,a be η vectors in H. We define the (σ-additive) measure 
"a a
 o n R n Ъ
У 
μ
Β
 (A) = μ({χ € Н|(<х,а1>,...,<х,аті>) € A}) (A e<u(Rn)) a1 » · ··»a ι η 
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In 1.5 we introduced the induced measure μ
Γ
 , for finite sub-
la1,...,anJ 
sets {a,,...,a } of H. The relation betveen u
r
 , and 1 η la,»...»a J 
μ is given in the following 
a, » ·. · » a 
ι η 
k . 8 Lemma. Let μ be a cylinder measure on Η and let f : R n ->• С be 
a bounded measurable function. Then 
ff[t)âva (t) = ƒ f(l<x,a1>,...,<x,ari>))dvr Лх) 
R n *ΐ·····*η [a,,....a] 1 n l a1 V 
ι η 
holds for every η € N and all choices of η vectors a. a in H. 
Proof. Let η € N and a,,...,a € Η be fixed. 
The collection of all Borei measurable step functions on R n is uni­
formly dense in the space of all bounded Borei functions. Thus it is 
sufficient to prove the desired equality for a function f = χ , where 
A is an arbitrary Borei set in R . 
/-X.UJdu
 o
 ( t ) = μ (A) =
 U({xeH|(<x,a1>,...,<x,a >)€Α}) = 
μ, . -.({x € [а1 а ] | (<х,а1>,... ,<х,а >) € А } ) = 
la1,...,anJ ι η 1 η 
ƒ χ ((<x,a1>,...,<x,a >)) á]ir . -líx). α ta,....^] A 1 n [a,....^] 
ι η 
U.9 From 4,8 we infer that for every a € H, a ¿ 0 and every boun-
ded measurable function f : R ·*• С 
fî(t)àvAt) = f f(<x,a>)dPr Лх). 
R a [a] l a J 
^
3 0
 ff(t)iv At) - /ftst)dy (t) (s e R). 
R s a R a 
In particular, for all a € H , s € R w e have 
/ е і а
и
 (t) = î e i < x' a >d U r n 1(x; - î(a) 
R a [a] laJ 
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and ij(sa) = ƒ e dy ( ) = (μ ) (s). 
R a a 
Let H1 and H„ Ъе two separable real Hilbert spaces. 
lt. 10 Proposition. Let μ be a cylinder measure on H1 and 
В e Ь(Я П2). Then for every a € H2, (μ ο Β - 1 ) & = μ Β* & 
and (μ о В ) = μ о В . 
Proof. For every a € Hp and A € Ä ( R ) we have 
(μ о B" 1)
a
U) = μ ο Β"1({χ € H2|<x,a> € A}) = y({x £ H1|<Bx,a> € A}) 
ii({x 6 H1|<x,B*a> € A}) = μ
Β
*
Ε
(Α). 
So (μ о B " 1 )
a
 = μ
Β
* & on R. 
For every a € H_ this implies 
f еІ d(y o B-1)n(t) = ƒ еІ αμ * It) 
R a R B a 
and hence by U.9, (μ о B"1)"(a) = y(B*a). α 
¡t. 11 Proposition. Let y and ν be cylinder measures on Η., and H p 
respectivily. Then 
(μ x Г((а,Ъ)) = PU) v(b) ((a,b) e Η, Φ Hg). 
Proof. Using 3.1 we obtain 
H1 9 H 2 
ƒ
 e
- —
 е
^.У>
 d( ux V) Ux.y)) 
[(a,b)] [ ( а' Ъ ) 1 
(μ x Г((а,Ъ)) = ƒ eÌ<(a,ì)Mx'y)>dU χ v((x,y)) = 
Η1  
а
1<а,х> і<Ъ,у> 
ƒ е І < а' х > е І < Ъ' У > άμ
Γη1(χ) dvr. Лу) = î(a)v(b). α 
[a,b] L a J L t J 
1*.12 Proposition. Let μ and ν be two cylinder measures on H, then 
(μ * ν Γ = μ V. 
This fact is an immediate consequence of 1*.10 and U.11. 
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The following statements are easy to check. 
4.13 Proposition. Let y he a cylinder measure on H and let 
OD {e.}. * he an orthonormal base of H. We have 
ι 1=1 
(a) 0"= (p~f 
μ is real-valued if and only if μ is symmetric 
(b) μ is a product measure relative to {e.}._1 if and only if for 
every η €ы and χ e [e..,...,e 1 we have 
η 
ÎU) » Π û(<x,e.>e.} 
i=1 1 
(c) μ is rotation invariant if and only if there is a function 
f : R ·*• R such that 
PU) = f(||x||) (χ e Η). 
5. Continuity of cylinder measures 
5.1 Definition. A cylinder measure μ is said to be continuous if 
lim ƒ f(t) dV ,., ΐττ\(*) = 
ƒ f(t) iv „ (t) 
R n a1 an 
for all choices o f n E N . f t R + 0 bounded and continuous, 
(a..,...,a
n
) e H n and all sequences к •*• (a1 (kj,... ,a (к)) (к 6 Ν) in 
Η
11
, converging to (a- a ) in the usual topology on the η-fold sum 
H11 = Η 9 ... 9 Η. 
5.2 Theorem. (Minlos). Let μ be a cylinder measure on H. 
μ is continuous if and only if μ is continuous. 
Proof. Let μ be continuous and let к -»-a(k) ( k € K ) b e a sequence 
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i n H with l im a(k) = a. Then we have 
lim ƒ f(t) du ,. ,(t) = S fit) avAt) 
k-x» R a U J R a 
for every hounded continuous function f : R •*• C; so this especially 
holds for the function t ·»· e1* (t € R). 
From U.9 we get that íí(a(k)) converges to via). 
We only want to sketch the proof of the converse statement; 
for the details see for instance [18]. 
(1) For all 8£ € R, a^^ € H (i=1,...,n) we have 
Û(s1a1+...+s a ) = ƒ ei(s1t1 + ---+sntn)dpfi n (t, t ). 11 η η η a, >...,a ι η 
rt in 
(Compare this with U.9). 
(2) When (аЛк) a
n
^
k
^ converges to (a-,...,a ) in the η-fold di­
rect sum Η 9...Φ Η, for all Sj £ R (i=1 n) we have 
lim з^аЛк)*.. .+s a (k) = s.a. + .-.+s a . 
, il η η τι η η 
From the continuity of μ and (1) we obtain the convergence of 
, 1(3^!+.. ,+Β,,ΐ^) . /. . . . 
¿n e 1 1 n n d\(k) an(k)(t1 V t0 
1 ' " ··,an 
1(8^, + ...+^^) 
Rn 
Using the Dominated Convergence Theorem and Fubini's Theorem, this 
yields for every f € І Л Р П ) that 
(*) ƒ f(t)du ,. ,
 a
 ,. v(t) converges to ƒ f(t)dw
o β
 (t). 
Rn a^kj,... ,anlk; „n a^ ,...,a 
(f stands for the Fourier transform of f € L lRn).) 
(3) Because {f | f € L1(Rn)J is dense in Cœ(Rn) (see [16], pp. 9) we 
have (*) for all С -functions. 
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Further μ 
ν 
is a finite measure on R , for every set 
{a-, ,...,a } in H. Hence we can derive (*) for every bounded func­
tion f : Rn •»• C. α 
Comment. For μ to Ъе continuous it apparently suffices that the 
formula in Definition 5·1 holds for η = 1. 
5.3 Let χ € H. We denote Ъу Г the closed cylinder set 
{y € Η | |<x,y>| >. 1). Note that 14 = 0. For χ φ О, Г is based on the 
one-dimensional span [x]. 
кн,||е||-і 
x€H,||x||<1 
Definition. (Minlos). We say that a cylinder measure μ is uni­
formly bounded if lim μ(Γ ) = 0. 
x+O x 
5.1* For the sake of completeness ve give the proofs of the fol­
lowing lemma and Theorem 5·5» which are stated a little more general­
ly in 118]. 
Lemma. Let μ be a normalized cylinder measure on H. Let e € (0,1]. 
Then for all χ € Η we have 
(a) |1-μ(εχ)| < ε+2μ(Γ
χ
) 
(b) μΙΓ ) < e + sup 11-iì(tx)|. 
t|<1 
Proof. Because μ is normalized, μ(θ) = μ(Η) = 1-
3i 
(a) | ΐ - μ ( ε χ ) | = U 1 - е І < е Х ' У > d P ( y ) | < ƒ | l - e 1 < e X ' y > | aW(y) = 
ƒ | 1 - е 1 < е Х > У > Ы у М /
с
 | 1 - е 1 < Е Х ' У > | d p l y ) . 
г г
с 
χ χ 
We can extimate t h e f i r s t term as fol lows: 
ƒ | l - e i < e X ' y > | dy(y) < ƒ 2 d v l y ) - 2ιιΙΓ ) . 
Г Г 
χ χ 
For every у € Γ we have |<x,y>| < 1 and consequently 
|1-е | ± |<гх,у>| < ε. Hence the second term is less than 
f ε dp(y} <_ ε. Thus we can conclude that |ΐ-0(εχ;| < е+2ц(Г ) (χ € Η). 
Г
0 Х 
χ 
(Ъ) Fix an χ € H. Put s = sup |l-ij(tx)|. Integration with respect to 
|t|<i 
the Lebesgue measure on R yields 
1 1 1 
| ƒ 1-ij(tx) dt | <. ƒ |l-¡j(tx)| dt <. ƒ s dt = 2s. 
-1 -1 -1 
Applying Fubini's Theorem, we obtain (with U.9) 
1 1 
| ƒ 1-ij(txJ dt| = | ƒ (ƒ 1-еіги du (u)) dt| = 
-1 -1 R X 
| ƒ ( ƒ 1-eitU dt) dy (u;| = |ƒ (2 - 2 ^ " •") dVx(u)| > 
R -1 x R u 
2 - / |^f^|du
x
(uj = 2-2 ƒ | ^ K ( u J - 2 ƒ |^|dy
x
(u) 
(=1.1, (=1.1,-
We want to find estimates for the last two integrals. 
{
 ε'ε'
 {
 ε ' ε ' 
ц{{у € Η I |<x,y>| < f) ) = v ( { y e Η I |<ex,y>| < 1}) = 1-μ(Γ ). 
εχ 
And
 ,./ΐ,ο l^l*«^^,./!^ líl^x^i-
1
 ε'ε
; 1
 ε·ε
; 
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Collecting our results, we get 
2s > 2 - 2(ΐ-μ(Γ )) - 2ε. 
CA 
Hence \¡(T ) <_ s+ε, completing the proof, α 
5.5 Theorem. Let μ he a cylinder measure on Η. μ is uniformly-
bounded if and only if μ is continuous. 
Proof. Without violating the generality, we may assume that μ is 
normalized. 
(a) Suppose that μ is uniformly bounded. Because of the inequality 
|í(x)-a(y)|2 < 2Ве(С(0)-С(х-у)) U,y € H) (see [16], pp. 18), 
it is sufficient to prove the continuity of μ at 0. 
Take ε > 0. There exists a δ > 0 such that μ(Γ ) < ε for all χ € Η with 
||x|| < 6. From Lemma 5.Ma) it follows that 
|ΐ-μ(εχ)| < 3ε if ||x|| < 6. 
Thus |{ì(0biì(x)| < 3e if ||x|| <εδ. 
(b) To prove the converse, take an ε > 0. There is a i > 0 such that 
for all χ e Η with | |x| | < δ , |ίϊ(θ)-μ(χ)| < ε. 
Hence |l-)j(txj| < ε if | |x| | < δ and t € [-1,1]. 
Using part (b) of Lemma 5·^ we obtain 
μ(Γ
εχ
; < 2ε if ||x|| < δ. 
So μ(Γ ) £ 2ε if I|x|| < εδ. Because ε was arbitrary the uniform boun-
dedness of μ follows, α 
5.6 The results in 5.2 and 5-5 imply (see also [1U]) 
Theorem. (Minios). A cylinder measure on Η is continuous if and 
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only if it is uniformly bounded. 
5.Τ The following theorem is a direct consequence of U.10, 4.11, 
4.12 and 5.2. 
Proposition. Let H.. and H 2 Ъе two (separable real) Hilbert spaces. 
Let μ and ν be continuous cylinder measures on H1 and Η respectively 
and let В € LÍH^Hg). Then 
(a) μ о В is continuous 
(b)p χ ν is continuous 
(c) when H1 = Η-, μ * ν is continuous. 
5.8 Lemma. Let μ and ν be cylinder measures on Η with ν <_ μ. 
(a) ν is continuous if μ is continuous 
(b) ν is σ-additive if μ is σ-additive. 
Proof, (a) follows form Theorem 5>6. 
(b) follows immediately from the definition of σ-additi-
vety. α 
As a corollary of this lemma we state 
Proposition. Let μ and ν be continuous (σ-additive) cylinder mea­
sures on H. Then μ ν ν and (therefore also) μ л ν are continuous (σ-
additive). 
Proof, μ ν ν <_ μ+ν. The sum of continuous cylinder measures is 
continuous. So the preceding lemma implies the continuity of μ ν ν, if 
μ and ν are continuous. 
The proof for the σ-additive case is completely analogous, о 
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6. Decompositions of cylinder measures 
6.1 Lemma. Let Χ Ъе a (a-)algetra of subsets of a space X. Let 
η -»· ц (η ε NJ be a non-decreasing sequence of finitely additive mea­
sures on (X,3i). Define the least upper Ъошкі у = χ/ μ of {μ > ^  Ъу 
η€Ν
 η п ь я 
μ(Α) = sup μ (Α) (Α € * ) . 
η€Ν
 η 
If μ(Χ} < œ, then μ is again a finitely additive measure on (X,X). If 
moreover all μ's ere σ-additive, μ is σ-additive. 
We leave the elementary proof to the reader. 
6.2 Lemma. Let η ·*· μ (η £ Ν) Ъе a non-decreasing sequence of cy­
linder measures on H, such that μ(Η) = sup μ (Η) < ». 
\ / . n € N n 
Then μ = \/ μ (as defined in 6.1) is again a cylinder measure on H. n€N 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that for a finite dimensional 
subspace M of Η μ., is σ-additive. 
Let Α €<6(Μ). Then μ
Μ
(Α) = μίΑ+Μ1) = sup μAk+vl·) = sup (μ
η
)
Μ
(Α) = 
n€N η€Ν 
nfH n M 
Because of Lemma 6.1, γ (μ )„ is σ-additive. 
ntN 
Hence μ,, is σ-additive. α 
6.3 Proposition. Let η ••• μ (η £ Ν) be a non-decreasing sequen­
ce of cylinder measures on H. Suppose that μ(Η) • sup V (H) < ». 
\ / · n ! N . 
(a) μ • ν 1 1 ^ 8 o-additive if all μ 's are σ-additive. 
n€N n n 
(b) μ • \/ μ is continuous if all μ'β are continuous. 
n€N 
Proof, (a) This statement is an application of Lemma 6.1. 
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(b) Let for every η € Ν w Ъе continuous. Hence Ъу Theo­
rem 5.6 ve have lim у(Г ) = 0 ( n € N ) . For each η £ N we have 
хч-0 n X 
V IH) = lim μ
η
(Γ 0) < lim inf μ(Γ°). 
x^O x x-»-0 x 
So μ(Η) = sup μ (н) <. lim inf у(ГС) = y(H) - lim sup μ(Γ ). 
η€Ν
 η
 χ-*0 χ+0 
Hence lim sup μΙΓ ) £ 0. But then lim μ(Γ ) - 0. 
х-Ю χ+0 
By Theorem 5·6 the continuity of μ follows, о 
6.U Now we are ahle to formulate the following general concept in 
Measure Theory for our special case (see [9])· 
Definition. A cylinder measure У on Η is called purely finitely 
additive if the zero measure is the only σ-additive cylinder measure 
that is smaller than or equal to μ. 
6.5 Decomposition Theorem 1. (Hewitt-Yosida). Let μ Ъе a cylinder 
measure on H. There exist cylinder measures JJ and μ^ on Η such that 
(1) μ - y^ +Vf 
(2) μ is <J-additive 
(3) У^ is purely finitely additive 
and these three conditions determine μ and μ_ completely. 
Proof. Define μ
α
(Ζ) = sup {v(Z) | ν <J-additive cylinder measure 
on Η, ν <, μ} (Ζ E S ) . 
For each η € Ν, choose a σ-additive cylinder measure ν such that 
v^ < μ and v
n
(H) >
 U(T(H) - -k 
η - η
 —
 a η 
We may suppose that the sequence η -»• ν (η € И) is non-decreasing. 
For, define ν by 
v
n
 s vi v v2 ν··· ν v
n
 (n € N). 
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Then η •*• ν (η € Ν) is a non-decreasing sequence of σ-additive cylin-
n 
der measures. Because for every η € Ν, ν <_ μ, we have 
v
n
 £ V (use Proposition 3.T(c)). 
Also still 7 (Η) > μ (H) - 7· holds. 
0 < u IZ) - v
n
(Z) < и (Я) - (Н; < Ι (Ζ € 3 ) . 
So μ (Ζ) = Χ/ ν (Ζ) (Ζ € Λ). 
0
 nur
 η 
Moreover ν
σ
(Η) <_ μ(Η) < »>. Since η •*• ν (η 6 Ν) is non-decreasing, Ъу 
Proposition 6.3(a) it follows that μ is a σ-additive cylinder measure. 
Define μ. = V-V_· Then also μ- is a cylinder measure. 
Suppose that 0 <, ν <. μ- and ν σ-additive. Then 0 <. ν+μ <. μ. It follows 
that 0 < ν+μ,. = (ν+μ ) < μ . So ν has to he the zero measure and con-
— σ σ σ - σ 
sequently v f is purely finitely additive. 
The uniqueness of the decomposition is immediate, α 
μ and μ_ will be called the σ-additive part and the purely fini­
tely additive part of μ respectively. 
6.6 Let μ he a cylinder measure on H. One can show that the func­
tion defined by 
z -»· inf{ τ μ(ζ.) I z i e s for ail i e Ν, υ ζ. э ζ} (ζ e*) 
i=1 1=1 
is the largest σ-additive cylinder measure, smaller than or equal to 
μ. (Compare this with 15·6}· 
By the uniqueness of the decomposition of 6.5» we obtain 
00 00 
μ„(Z) - infi Σ μ(Ζ.) | Ζ. € Χ for all i € Ν, U Ζ. => Ζ} (Ζ € * ) . 
σ . , ι ι . , ι 
ι=1 1=1 
A direct consequence of this remark is stated in 
Proposition. A cylinder measure μ on Η is purely finitely addi­
tive if and only if for every e > 0, there is a set of pairwise dis-
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joint cylinders ÍZ.}. - such that 
00 00 
U Ζ. = Η and Σ μ(Ζ.) < ε. 
i=1 1 i=1 
6.7 The Gaussian measures as defined in 1.8 are examples of pu­
rely finitely additive cylinder measures. For suppose that ν is a σ-
additive cylinder measure, which is smaller than or equal to a Gaus­
sian measure. The same sort of technique as in 2.5 shows that v(H) = 0. 
6.θ Proposition. Every σ-additive cylinder measure on Η is con­
tinuous . 
Proof. Let μ be a σ-additive cylinder measure on H. By 1.10 у is 
uniquely extendable to the whole ofÄ(HJ. So we can integrate hounded 
measurable functions on Η with respect to the extension μ. Using the 
Dominated Convergence Theorem of Lebesgue, we obtain 
Ί
 . . i<x,aT,> ,Λ,/ ν . i<x,a> ,Λ,, lim I e '^1 dy(x) = S e dy(x), 
η*» H H 
whenever lim <x,a > = <x,a> for all χ € Η. 
ГН<0 
In view of 4.3 this implies that lim у(а ) = iî(a) if a converges 
η η 
η-*» 
weakly to a. So μ is even weakly continuous. • 
Consequence, μ- is continuous if and only if μ is continuous. 
(Use the preceding theorem and Proposition 5·8(a).) 
6.9 Let μ and ν be purely finitely additive cylinder measures on 
H. From 6.6 it follows that the sum μ+ν is again purely finitely addi­
tive. It even follows that, given an infinite sequence η ·*· y (η € Η) 
of purely finitely additive cylinder measures, the convergent sums 
Σ с μ are purely finitely additive (c >. 0 for all η € Ν). 
n=1 
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6.10 Analogously to the idea above, we introduce the following 
concept. 
Definition. A cylinder measure ν on H is said to he purely dis­
continuous if the zero measure is the only continuous cylinder measure 
that is smaller than or equal to y. 
6.11 Decomposition Theorem 2. Let μ be a cylinder measure on H. 
There exist cylinder measures μ and μ, such that 
(1) μ = vc+\iä 
(2) μ is continuous 
с 
(3)
 л
 is purely discontinuous 
and these three properties determine μ and μ, completely. 
Proof. Define for all cylindersΖ in Η 
μ (Ζ) = sup {v(Z)|v is continuous cylinder measure, ν £ μ}. 
For each η € Ν, there is a continuous cylinder measure ν such that 
ν < μ and ν (Η) > μ (Η) - —. 
As in the proof of 6.5 we may assume that the sequence η ••· ν (η € Ν) 
is non-decreasing. 
It follows that μ (ZJ = γ ν (Ζ) (Ζ EX) and μ (Η) < •». 
neu
 η С 
Hence Ъу Proposition 6.3(Ъ), μ is a continuous cylinder measure. 
Define μ, = μ-μ . When we succeed in proving that μ, is purely discon­
tinuous, we are done. Suppose that ir is a continuous cylinder measure 
with 0 < тг < μ,. Then 0 < π+μ < u.+μ = μ. Further ττ+μ is continuous. 
— — α — с - d e с 
From the definition ahove, it follows immediately that 
(*+H
c
)
c
 = »+PC· 
So 0 <. ϋ+μ0 <. μ0. Thus π = 0. 
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The uniqueness is easy to prove, о 
у and μ, vili Ъе called the continuous part and the purely dis­
continuous part of μ respectively. 
6.12 Example. Let ie.}._1 he an orthonormal base of H and let V 
be an Hamel base of H, which contains {e.}._... 
Pick an x 0 € VXtej}".^ Define F : V -*· {0,1} by 
F(x) = 0 if χ € V\íx0} and F(x0) = 1. 
Extend F linearly to H. In this manner we have constructed a (non-con-
tinuous) lineair function on H. In 1.9 we have seen that linear func-
tions on H define cylinder measures. (Now we can formulate this fact 
iF( χ) 
in another way. The function χ -»• e (χ € Η) is positive definite 
and is continuous on finite dimensional subspaces of H. Moreover 
iFÍ 0 ) 
e = 1 . Theorem k.6 guarentees the existence of a (normalized) cy-
iF(x ) 
linder measure - call it μ - with μ(χ) = e (χ € H ) , û is certain-
ly not continuous. Therefore μ is not continuous. 
In 1.9 the minimality of the cylinder measure μ is demonstrated. 
Suppose that ν is a cylinder measure with ν £ μ. Then ν is a non-nega­
tive multiple of μ. Thus ν is not continuous, unless it is the zero 
measure. Hence μ is purely discontinuous. 
6.13 Proposition. Every purely discontinuous cylinder measure on 
Η is purely finitely additive. 
Proof. Let μ be purely discontinuous. By 6.8 we have 0 <_ μ <. μ . 
But μ • 0. So μ • 0 and μ is purely finitely additive, α 
6.1U Proposition. The sum of two purely discontinuous cylinder 
ko 
measures is again purely discontinuous. 
Remark. Because so far ve do not have an analog of Proposition 
6.6 for purely discontinuous cylinder measures (see 15·6) we have to 
manage other methods than in 6.9· 
Proof. Let μ and ν be purely discontinuous. Take a continuous 
cylinder measure ir, with 0 <_ it <_ v+v. We have to prove that then ir 
must Ъе the zero measure. 
ir = IT л μ + (IT-IT л у ). 
Because ir is continuous, also the non-bigger cylinder measures it л ir 
and IT-π л μ are continuous (Lemma 5.8(a)). 
0 <_ π л μ <_ μ and μ is purely discontinuous. So тт л μ = 0. 
тг-тт Λ μ ^ π ν μ - μ ^ 1μ+ν)-μ = ν and ν is purely discontinuous. So 
ir-π л μ = 0. Hence тт = 0. α 
7· Product measures 
7.1 Lemma. Let μ be a product measure on H, relative to the or-
a, , ¡J 
thonormal base te.}·-· We define the measure μ^ on R by 
"
 e1 e 2 
As in 2.3 we embed Η in R by means of {e.}. .· 
* ι i=1 
Then μ (H) < μ^Η). 
'σ 
ι 2 2 
Proof. Let us denote the cylinder {x € H| Σ <x,e.> <, к } in Η 
by Ζ . and the cylinder {x 6 R I Í x. < k*} in R by Z' . . 
η,κ . .. ι η,κ 
П о 2 1 = 1 Ν 
' '-^
1
 -·- "
я
 ^- "· We have 
Ζ . = Η Π Ζ' , (n,k 6 Η ) . 
n,k η,к * 
μ (Η) = μ ( U Π Ζ ) = sup inf μ (Ζ ) < sup inf μ(Ζ ) = 
α α , , , η,κ , α η,к
 —
 , η,к k=1 η=1 * к η к η ' 
η ρ ρ 
sup inf μ χ...χ μ ({χ € Rn| Σ χ. < к }) = sup inf μ (Ζ' . ) = 
к «
 e1 e n i-1 1 ~ к η n , k 
Ui 
V (U fi Ζ1 J « μ ({χ € RN| Σ χ? <"»})=• μ (Η). 
к η 1=1 
Here we used that μ is a σ-additive measure on R . α 
Proposition. Let μ and μ Ъе as in the lemma above and suppose 
that μ is continuous. Then μ I„ s μ . 
"In a 
Proof. We shall prove that for every Ζ € if 
μ^Ι^Ζ) < μ(Ζ). 
First let Ζ Ъе hased on [e«,...,e ] for an η 6 N; say 
Ζ = {x € H|(<x,e1>,...,<x,e >) € A} with A €<6(Rn). 
Write Z' for the cylinder {x € RN| (x.,,... ,xn) € A} in RN. Then 
Ζ' Π Η = Ζ and уJ H(Z) = у (Ζ· Π Η) < у (Ζ' ) = у (AJ • y(Z). «in «> — «о е. >... »e 
То prove the inequality for an arbitrary Ζ €5 we have to use 
the continuity of y. Take a Ζ = {x € НІ(<x,a1>,...,<x,a >) € A} 
ι m 
la..,...,a € H, A €&(Rm5). Let Ρ : Η •*· [e.,... ,e ] he the orthogonal 
projection onto the span [e..,...,e ] (η € N). 
yJjjUxeHl (<χ,Ρ
η&1>,... ,<x,Pnam>)eA}) < y({x€H| (<x,Pna1> 
<x,P a_>)€A}) for every η € Ν, Ъу the special case which has heen 
proved already, у and μ L· are both continuous (μ („is even σ-addi-
0 0
 ' η 00 | Д 
tive). When η tends to •» the inequality hecomes 
So we have μ I« < μ. This implies that у 1,.= (у Ι „К < у^. On the 
o o l H — * o o | H 0 0 | n ö ~ " O 
other hand the lemma is telling us that У^ІиСН) Ì. У (Η). Therefore 
" - I H
 = μ
σ·
 α 
7.2 Theorem. Let μ Ъе a continuous product measure on H. Then 
U2 
Then either μ is σ-additive or u is purely finitely additive. 
Proof. As in 2.1» we have either ν,,,ίΗ) = 1 or U^H) « 0. 
From Proposition 7.1 it follows that μ (Η) = 1 or μ (Η) = 0. Thus 
σ о 
either μ = μ or μ = μ», π 
Τ.3 Let μ and {e.}. . Ъе as in 6.12. Then μ = δ for every η € Ν. 
ι ι
=
ι e 
Ν
 η 
Hence μ = δ on R and μ ι „ = δ on Η. But μ = 0. Apparently μ is an 
« 00 j Η С 
example of a non-continuous product measure with μ l„ φ μ . 
The cylinder measure iμ+|δ is neither σ-additive nor purely finitely 
additive. Nevertheless 5μ+^δ is a product measure relative to {e. }·_..· 
In fact, for each η € N 
te1 en ] [e2 en ] [e1 en ] 
5 5 [ е1 en ] + І Й [ е1 V 1 = 5 [ e1 e n ] 
and S f ι i s clearly a product measure on [e1 e ]. 
le-».».»ej ι η 
This example demonstrates that the condition "μ is continuous" in 7.2 
is not superfluous. 
7 Λ la the next section we construct product measures on Η using 
the Bochner-like theorem in U.6. 
We need the following elementary lemma from Probability Theory. 
Lemma. Let IT be a probability on R and let us denote its second 
moment ƒ u dir(u) by m. 
R
 2 
If m is finite, then l-ReííHt)) <_ Jmt for all t € R. Conversely, 
m < 2 lim inf Н М м * ? ? .
 I n particular, if Re(if(t)) = 1+0(t
2) the 
t-*0 t 
second moment is finite. 
Proof. Suppose that m is finite. 1-Re(ir(0)) = 0. When t φ 0, 
1*3 
1-Re(fr(t)) _ t l - c o s ( u t ) д / \ _ , 2 s i n (üut ) . , \ ^ /· ι . 2 . / \ _ ι Ò = / ρ — CIT(U) = ƒ p > ¿ ' dir(u) <_ ƒ su e m ù ) • jm. 
R R t R 
So 1-Re(ff(t)) <. Jmt2 for a l l t € R. 
Conversely, m = ƒ u dirdi) = ƒ 2(lim | ' u •*•) dir(u). By Fa tou ' s Lem-
fi R t+0 
ma i t follows t h a t m <_ 2 l im inf ƒ 1 ~ C O S ¿ u t ^ di t( t ) = 
t+0 R t 
β 2 l i m i n f 1=КеіІШ1. α 
t-Ю t 
7.5 Proposition. Let {е.}·., Ъе an orthonormal base of H and let 
for each i € Ν, π. he a symmetric probability on R with finite second 
moment m.. Suppose that {m.}._1 is bounded. 
Then there is a (unique) continuous product measure μ on Η with 
μ = ir. (i € Ν) 
e. ι 
ι 
Proof. The uniqueness part of the proposition is not difficult. 
The 4-'s are real-valued functions on R because of the symmetry of the 
ir· 's. 
First we shall show that the formula 
OD 
ф(х) = Π #.(<x,e,>) (χ € Η) 
i=1 
defines a function φ : Η •> R. 
Let M = sup m.. By Lemma Τ·'* we have for every t € R and i € Ν, 
iCN 1 
1-Tt.lt) < ¿тИГ <. ¿Mt2 
Hence the functions ir. are equicontinuous at 0. 
Let χ € H. Then lim <x,e.> - 0. It follows that there is а к € N such 1 χ 1-«° 
that iM<x,e.>) > 0 for all i € Ν, i > к . 
Therefore the sequence 
1Л 
η 
η ч. Π ffi(<x,ei>) (η € {1сх+1,к +2,...}) 
i=k +1 
χ 
is positive and non-increasing. Hence for every χ € Η the infinite pro-
d u c t
 Π * (<х,е.>) 
i=1 
converges. 
Ftirthermore ф(0) = 1 and φ is positive definite. For, φ is the point-
wise limit of the partial products, which all are positive definite. 
To prove the continuity of φ, it is sufficient for each e € (0,1) to 
find a δ > 0 such that 
1-φ(χ) < e whenever ||x|| < δ (χ € Η) 
(Remember that |ф(х)-ф(у)|2 <. 2 Не(і-ф(х-у)) (x,y e Η).) 
From the equicontinuity of the functions ir. : R -»• R (i € N) we get a 
δ1 > 0 such that ff^t) > 1 - iUt
2
 > ~ for all t, |t| < δ1 and i € N. 
(In fact, we can take δ.. = /гг (i - ")·) 
Take δ = min {δ,/j-j loglf^-)}. If | |x| | < δ, then 
.·>Ι < δ, J<x,ei>l , -, 
and so 
#.(<x,e.>) > 1-ÍM· <x,e.>2 > - (i € Ν). i ' i — ' ι e 
Using the inequality 
log(t) > 2(t-l) (t e (pi]), 
we obtain 
log φ(χ) >. log( Π (1-^М<х,в.>2Л ¿ Σ log(l-ÍM<x,ei> ) > 
i=1 i=1 
« 
Σ -M<x,e.>2 = -М||x||2 > log(l-e) (χ € Η, ||χ|| < δ). 
i=1 1 
So indeed 1-φ(χ) < e whenever ||χ|| < δ and φ is continuous. 
The restrictions of φ to finite dimensional subspaces are certainly con­
tinuous. Theorem k.6 yields a cylinder measure υ with μ·.= φ. From this 
1*5 
and Theorem 5·2 it follows that μ is continuous. 
Finally, it is trivial that μ is a product measure and that 
μ = ΐΓ£ (i € Ν), α 
i 
7.6 In this paragraph we use the same notation and the same assump­
tions as in 7·5· We have 
00 
μ is σ-additive if Σ m. converges. 
i=1 1 
CO 
For, if Σ m. converges, Ъу Proposition 2.6 we have for the measure 
i = 1 1
 N 
π = ir. χ тг0 χ . . . on R t h a t it (H) = 1. 
во 1 ¿ oo 
But π |„ = μ < μ and μ is normalized. So μ = μ
σ
. 
«ο ι η о "•" 
00 
If μ is σ-additive and ƒ ||x|| άμ(χ) < «, we have Σ m. < » (see [17] 
H 
or [15], pp. 162). 
i-1 1 
Example. Let it be a symmetric probability on R with finite second 
moment. Let π· = π for every i € N. Suppose that π ^  δ. 
Then there is a t- € R such that· |î(t0)| < 1. (Remember that f is real-
valued, since ir is symmetric.) 
Our purpose is to show that μ is not σ-additive. To do this it is suf­
ficient to prove that for each Hilbert-Schmidt operator B, there is an 
χ £ Η with 
||Bx|| < 1 and |C(x)| < |ir(t0)| (see 9.1). 
Let В be ал arbitrary Hilbert-Schmidt operator. |¡i(t0e.)| = |іг( д)| and 
00
 2 
because Σ ||B(t0e.)|| < » we have for large enough i € Ν, 
i=1 
||B(t0e.)|| < 1. It follows that for χ we can take te. with i suffi­
ciently large. Hence μ is not σ-additive. Applying 7.2 we obtain that 
μ is purely finitely additive if ir ψ 6. 
Example. Let π be an arbitrary probability on R (not necessarily 
U6 
symmetric and possibly with infinite moment). Take for each i e Ν, 
IT. = (1 - ~~p)6 + "пЯ on R. For every χ € Η the infinite product 
i i 
" 1 1 ~ 
Π ((i - — - — ) + — τ — îr(x)) converges. It is easy to verify that it 
i=1 1+1 i +1 
determines a continuous cylinder measure y on H. Since 
00
 1 
Π (1 - ——) > 0, ν is larger them a positive multiple of the Dirac 
i=1 1+1 
measure at 0. So μ is not purely finitely additive. 
From 7·2 it follows that μ is σ-additive. 
7.7 Bemark. Let π be the probability on R concentrated at the 
point 1. Then Π π(<χ,β·>) = Π e 'i does not converge on H. 
i=1 i=1 
This example demonstrates that the condition "ir. symmetric" in 7·5 is 
not redundant. 
7.8 Remark. Let π be a symmetric probability on R. Do not assume 
that it has a finite second moment. Then the formula 
00 
φ(χ) = Π ír(<x,e.>) (χ € Η) 
i=1 
does not even have to define a cylinder measure on Η (although the in­
finite product converges). 
Take for instance for π the probability on R with density function 
-h if І*І * 1 
2t 
0 if |t| < 1. 
Then for each a € (O.Jir), 
»/ 1 <· cos(at) .. . cos(u) . , ! cos(u) , ^ ir(aj = ƒ *—·· dt = a f — ' ' du £ a ƒ *—*· du £ 
1 t a u a u 
г" 1 „ - 1 2а 
а ƒ -J du = 1 - — . 
а и 
U7 
Take χ = e. + -те + те- +... 
For each ρ € R there is an N € N such that 
0 < тт(<рх,е.>) - íH?} if i >. И . 
Hence |ф(рх)| <. Π ír(?) = expí E log π(?)) < exp( Ι (π(?·)-ΐ)) <_ 
i=H 1 i=N 1 і=Ы 
P P Ρ 
OD βΟ 
exp( Σ ?) = exp(- -^ Σ τ) = 0 whenever ρ j 0. 
i=N ^1 ' i=N * 
Ρ Ρ 
Because φ(Οχ) = 1, the restriction of φ to the finite dimensional sub-
space [x] is not continuous. Hence it is not the Fourier transform of 
a σ-additive measure on [x]. 
7.9 We shall give one more example of a purely discontinuous cy­
linder (product) measure. 
Let again ie.}-_1 Ъе an orthonormal base of H and let for each i € N 
π. be a probability on R. 
In 7.0 we have seen that the function 
χ •* Π f. (<x,e.>) (χ € Η) 
i=1 
- which is positive definite - does not always yield a cylinder mea­
sure (supposing that the infinite product converges). 
However we can construct in another way a cylinder measure μ with 
μ = ir. on R (i € N). 
e. 1 
1 
Choose a Hamel base V of Η which contains all . (i £ Ν). Define a li­
near Ρ : Η -»• Η by 
Pe i = ej^  (ie Ν) 
and Px = 0 if χ e V\{e.}? *. 
Define φ : Η •*• С by 
U8 
ф(х) = Π ír.(<Px,e.>). 
i=1 1 1 
(in fact, this is a finite product.) 
It is easy to see that φ fulfils the conditions of Theorem h.b and so 
there is a ρ on Η with û = φ. It follows immediately that u is a pro­
duct measure and μ = ir. (i € Ν ) . 
ei 1 
Claim. Assume that there is an η > 0 such that for each R > 0 we 
have 
lim inf ir.((-R,R)) < 1-η. 
i-*» 
(Or briefly, mass η runs away from the origin.) 
Then μ is purely discontinuous. 
Proof. Let ν be a continuous cylinder measure that is smaller than 
or equal to μ. We have to prove that ν = 0. 
Take ε > 0. Let к € N Ъе such that (1-η) £ se. 
Because ν is continuous, there is a positive real number R such that 
for all χ € Η with | |x| | <. ψ 
v(r ) < s ê (Theorem 5.6). 
From our assumption we know that there is a sequence 
n.| jng.n-, · · · 
such that ir ( I -R ,R ) ) < 1 -n for every i e Ν. 
i 
Consider the finite dimensional span M = [e e ]. 
n1 \ 
v M = v [ e ]*···* μ [ β ]· 
n1 nk 1 K
 к 
м(М) = V M ( 1 X e M| |<x,e >j<RU € {1 k})})+vM( U {x€M||<x,e >|>R)< M M п. м · - п. — 
ι ι=1 ι 
μ,Λίχ € М| |<x,e >|<R,i e {1 , . . . ,к} } )+ Σ
 и
({хем| |<х,е >|>R)= M П. , ·_ιΜ П. 
ι 1=1 ι 
1*9 
J^ ir ((-R,R)) + Σ ν(Γ1 ) <_ (l-n)k + к I J < Ιε+1ε= е. 
R η. 
ι 
We may conclude that 0 <_ v(HJ <_ ε for every positive e and so ν = 0. α 
7.10 In 7·2 we saw that continuous product measures are either σ-
additive or purely finitely additive. We saw also (in 7·3) that a pro­
duct measure does not need to Ъе continuous or purely discontinuous. 
The fact that we are dealing with just a product measure is not infor­
mative enough to expect a result like that. 
Definition. A cylinder measure on Η is called a strong product 
measure if it is a product measure relative to every orthonormal base 
of H. 
Comment. Let μ Ъе a strong product measure on H. For each closed 
linear subspace M of К the equality 
v = μ
Μ *
 WMJ-
holds. 
(Compare this with 3.1.) 
In particular, μ=μ|· -i^Pr ij. lx € H) and hence for each orthogonal 
pair of vectors χ and у in Η we have 
С(х+у) = (W[
x
])A4>[
x
](x+y))(lJ[
x
]l)''(p[
x
]lU+y;) = 
(μ[
χ3Γ(χ)(μ£χ]ΐΓ^) = ?(х)0(у). 
Conversely, if ¡Hx+y) = р(х)С(у) for every x,y € Η with χ 1 у, then μ 
is a strong product measure. 
Except the Gaussian measures, examples of strong product measures are 
given Ъу a construction method as in 6.12. For, let F and μ Ъе as in 
6.12, then 
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-с ^ ï _ iF(x+y) _ iF(x) iF(y) ~i , ~, . , , „, 
u(x+y) = e •' = e e * = μ(χ) \¡{y) (χ,γ € Η). 
Τ.11 Theorem. A strong product measure is either continuous or 
purely discontinuous. 
Proof. Let μ be a strong product measure and let M be a finite 
dimensional subspace of H. Then 
μ
Μ
χ μ
Μ-ΐ-
 = μ
· 
Because μ
Μ
 is σ-additive 
м
 x
 (μ ífd. is a continuous cylinder measure. 
Furthermore (vc)M_L < UM± and so μ
Μ
 χ (μ,,^ΐ <. μ
Μ
 x uMl = μ. 
Also (μ
Μ
 x (u
c
)Ml)(H) = μΜ(Μ)(μο)Μΐ(^) = vc(HJ. 
From these expressions it follows that μ
Μ
 χ (vi.)Mj. = W · 
Thus (y
e
) M = (P C) MI(M
X)P M = (wc}(H)uM (and so ( а ) ы = Pd(H)iiM) for eve­
ry finite dimensional M. 
(1) If υ.(Η) = 0, μ is purely discontinuous. 
(2) If μ (Η) 5* 0, μ = —ттгг μ is continuous, α 
7.12 Let μ Ъе a cylinder measure with Fourier transform 
iF(x) /
 с
 „s 
χ -»• e (χ € Η ) , 
where F : Η -»• R is linear. 
When μ is not a (σ-additive) Dirac measure, μ is purely discontinuous 
(see 6.12 and 1.9)· 
7.13 Proposition. The symmetric strong product measures on Η are 
precisely the Gaussian measures. (The Dirac measure at 0 is regarded 
as the Gaussian measure with variance 0). 
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Proof. Let μ Ъе a symmetric strong product measure on H. First we 
shall prove that μ is rotation invariant. 
Observe two vectors χ and у in Η with equal norms. By h.13(c) it is 
sufficient to prove that jj(x) = СЧу). 
From ||x|| = ||y|| it follows that 
ì(x+y) 1 5(Х-У). 
Hence Ы = y(J(x+y)+iU-y)) = ¡jU(x+y))u(ä(x-y)) 
and ii(y) = a(J(y+xj)0(2(y-x)) = ij(i(x+y)Jij(5(x-y}) (μ(-ζ)=μ(ζ) (zCH) 
because μ is symmetric). 
So indeed μ(χ) = íHy). 
Since μ is rotation invariant, we can write 
ffU) = f(||x||) (x e Η) 
for a certain (continuous) function f : [0,«) -»· R. 
For every х,у € Η with χ 1 у we have 
f ( / | | x | | 2 + l l y l l 2 ) = f ( l | x | l ) f ( l l y | l ) . 
If f(/t) = 0 for some t € [0,«), using the continuity of f о /we get 
that f о / is identically zero. 
Hence f о / : to,») •+ (О,»). 
It follows that log o f о / : [0,») -»· R is additive and continuous. So 
log o f о / is linear, say log(f(/t) = at for every t € [0,«·) (certain 
a < 0). 
Then f(t) = eat (t e [О,»)) and μ(χ) = e3·' ^ ' (χ € Η). 
When a = 0, μ is the Dirac measure at 0. 
When a < 0, μ is the Gaussian measure with variance -2a. о 
7·lU Theorem. Let μ be a strong product measure on H. Then 
μ " λ * ν, where λ denotes a Gaussian measure on Η (possibly the Dirac 
52 
measure at θ) and v(x) = e (χ 6 Η) for a certain linear function 
F : H + R. 
Proof. Using the Fourier transformation, we see that μ * u is 
again a strong product measure. Moreover μ * μ" is symmetric. So by 
7.13, μ * μ~ is a Gaussian measure, say μ * μ" • λ (a certain σ >. θ). 
Define φ : Η •* С by 
•^ -fífe (xeH)· ¡a 
It follows that 
and so |φ(χ)| = 1 for every χ £ Η. 
Because ¡j(x+y) = μ(χ) Р(у) and ^ifx+y) = t, (x) Xi (y) whenever χ 1 у, 
jo go ¡Q 
we have 
Ф(х+у) = Ф(х) Ф(у) for every χ,у € Η with χ Χ у. 
We shall prove for every e € Η the following statement 
φ((ΐ1·Μ;2)β) = ф ^ е ) φ(ΐ2β) ^ г ^ г € R)· 
(1) First let t t 2 >. 0. 
Choose an f € Η with | |f | | = | | e | | and f 1 e. Then 
t.je + / t ^ g f 1 t 2 e - / t ^ g f . So we have 
H{t^t2)e) = t{t:e+i/t~€2t) фіг2в-/ь~Г2г) = 
Φίί,β) 4(/t~t2t) φ1ΐ2β) ф(-/ь~Г2Г) » 
Φίΐ,β) φ(ΐ 2 β) | ф ( Л ~ Г 2 г ; | 2 = φ ί ΐ ^ ) ф и 2 е ) . 
(2) Now let t.|t2 < 0. We may suppose that t. > 0 and tp < 0. 
If t^tg >_ 0, -t2(t1+t2) >_ 0 and so by ( 1} 
Φίΐ,β) = ф(-
 2е) φ((ΐ1+ΐ2;β). 
Using that φ(-χ) = φ(χJ, it follows that 
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<Ht2e) φίΐ,β) = φ((t1+t2^e). 
If ti+t2 < 0, -t^t^tg) > 0 and again by ( 1 ) 
φΟί,β) φ(ΐ2β) = ф((г1+ 2)е). 
This proves our statement. 
Thus for every e € Η the restriction ΦΙ г.! of Φ to [e] is a mul­
tiplicative function of absolute value 1. But then ф|
г
 -.(te) = exp(iX t) 
Le J e 
(t £ R) for a certain λ € R. 
e 
Define the function F : H •*• R by 
F(eJ = Xe (e € H). 
We have that λ = ρλ for every e € Η and ρ € R. 
λ _,_, - λ +λ- when e,f € Η with e l f . 
e+r e ι 
When x,y € H, there are о € R and ζ € Η with ζ 1 χ such that 
у = αχ+ζ. 
Then λ ^  = λ,_ > ^  = \. > + λ = (1+ο)λ + λ - λ +(αλ +λ ) = 
x+y (1+οι)χ+ζ Il+ajx ζ 'χ ζ χ χ ζ 
= λ +λ . = λ +λ . 
χ αχ+ζ χ у 
It follows that F is linear. 
By Theorem U.6 there is a cylinder measure ν with 
~, ч iF(x) f « ' vì(x) „ ,. „ 
v(x) = e = φ(χ) = iL* i ч for every χ € Η. 
ία 
So μ = ν Χ, or in other words ν = ν * λ ι . 
ία ¡α 
We have finished the proof of the theorem, о 
Comment. The continuous strong product measures on Η are the shif­
ted Gaussian measures. 
For, let у be a continuous strong product measure. From the preceding 
theorem it follows that tHx) » e^^'X (x) (x € H) for certain σ > 0 
a ~ 
and linear F : H •*• R. 
5U 
Since χ •+• ^ ' / ' , (χ € HJ is continuous, χ ·*• e (χ € Η) is conti-
0
 iF(x) 
nuous. But then F is continuous. Hence Ъу 1.9 χ •+ e (χ € Η) is 
the Fourier transform of a Dirac measure, say of δ (certain a € H). 
We have μ = & * λ . 
a σ 
8. The uniform HS-boundedness property 
First let us introduce some new notations. 
The half-space {z e Rn | <z,x> > 1} in Rn is denoted by γ 1 η' (χ e R n). 
(Here < , > denotes the inner product in R , belonging to the Eucli­
dean norm.) In the following E denotes an hyper-ellipsoid with half-
axes λ·) λ , all greater than 0, 
η 
E = Iz € Rn Ι Σ λΤ ζ. < 1}. 
i-1 1 1 " 
В (R) stands for the closed ball in R with center 0 and radius R. 
η 
8.1 Lemma. Let η € Η and ε > 0. Let μ be a probability on R with 
the following property 
for each χ € Rn with γ ^ П E = Φ we have μ(γ^ ) < e» 
Let R be so big that В (R) = E. Then 
/ > .2 η „ 
1-μ(Β
η
ΙΗ)) < C¿n;(e + ^т Σ XT) for every к € Ν. 
R i=1 1 
Here the number c£ n ) = ^¡^Ю/Ц ( f ( 1-t2jJ(n-3)dt)-1 U,n € Ν). 
κ ι ν jn; -J 
k7£ 
One can easily compute that 
2 ƒ (i-t2)i(n-3)at 2 fn (1 - !-)Kn-3)de 
c
(n) „ _0 „ 0 » 
k
 i (l-t2)^n-^dt ƒ (1-¿}i(n-3>d. 
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so t h a t l im СГ п ) = 
η*-
 к 
! 2 
2 ƒ e - ä S ds 
0 
«· , 2 
ƒ e - 5 3 ds 
1 
к 
(к e Ν). 
For the proof of the lemma, see [U], pp. 297· 
Let η > 0. For к hig enough, there is an N. such that 
С < 2(1+η) whenever n >. N.. 
8.2 L„„ denotes the collection of all Hilbert-Schmidt operators on 
Η and for а С 6 !<„„ I 1 СI I „ denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of С. ( See 
П О ' ' ' ' £1 
lh], pp. 37). 
In the rest of this section ВСЕ) = {Z € Η | | | Z| | <. R} (R € R) and 
γ
χ
 = {ζ € Η I <z,x> > 1} (χ € Η). 
Lemma. Let μ Ъе a normalized cylinder measure on Η and let С £ L„_. 
Let e > 0 such that ν(γ
χ
) < ε if ||Cx|| < 1 (χ € Η). Suppose that R is 
so big that B(R) => C(BU)). Let к € N and Ζ € 2 vith Ζ П Bip) = 0. 
We have for all big enough m € N 
(m) к 2 И С І І 1 
li(Z) < C¿m,(e + 2~^). 
Proof. Let the cylinder set Ζ be based on the n-dimensional sub-
space M, that means 
Ζ - A + NT for a certain А €&(м). 
We recall that P., : Η •*• M is the canonical projection onto M. 
Then we have 
A CM\PM(B(R)). 
The image of C(B(1)) under P.. is an ellipsoid in M, with square sum of 
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the ha l f-axes l l P / l l g l M c H g · 
μ о P
w
 = μ., i s a σ-addit ive measure on M with μ,,(Μ} = 1. M M M 
I f χ € M with ЦСРухЦ = | | C x | | < I , then ε > μ ( γ
χ
) = μ
Μ
( γ
χ
 П M). 
So we may apply Lemma 8 . 1 .
 0 0 
(n) к І І р м с і І 2 
This y i e l d s μΙΖ) = μ
Μ
(Α) < 1-μ
Μ
(Ρ
Μ
(Β(Ε) ) ) < C^'ít + ^ < 
(η) к 2 і і с і І 2 
K
 R¿ 
Ζ i s a l s o hased on t h e l i n e a r subspaces conta in ing M (see 1.3). 
Hence 
k¿M_cii: 
R2 
Im) л v l lp
μ(Ζ) < C¿ Ч е + — £ ) i f m € Ν, m > η . о 
8.3 Let μ,e and С Ъе as in Lemma 8.2. 
Let η be a p o s i t i v e r e a l number. Let in t h e conclusion of Lemma 8.2 m 
and к be so b ig t h a t C^m <, 2(1+n). 
k2l|c||2 
For big R we get ε + r £ ε+η. 
R 
So under the hypothesis of Lemma 8.3 we have 
μ(Ζ) < 2(1+η)(ε+η) 
for every cylinder Ζ outside a ball with center 0 and big enough ra­
dius (depending on η). 
8.h Proposition. Let μ be a symmetric cylinder measure on Η and 
let ε 0 > 0. The property "There is а С € LHS such that μ(Γ ) < ε 0 if 
| |Cx| | < 1 (x € H)" implies μ^Η) <. ε 0. 
Proof. Let ε 0 and С e L„g have the following property 
μ(Γ
χ
) < e- whenever ||Cx|| < 1 (x £ H). 
Without violating the generality we may assume that μ is normalized 
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and that С is self-adjoint i||Cx|| = ||/C Cx|| and /С С is a self-ad­
joint Hirbert-Schmidt operator). 
If Γ
χ
 Π C4B(1J) = 0, for each ζ e B( 1 ) we have Cz t Г .so |<Cz,x>| = 
|<z,Cx>| < 1. Therefore ||Cx|| < 1. 
From our assumption it follows that μ(Γ ) < ε0. Now Γ = γ U γ_ and 
μ is symmetric. Thus Γ Π C(B(l).) = 0 implies μ (γ ) < ίε... Let η > 0. 
Combining the results of 8.2 and 8.3 we have 
v(Z) < 2(l+Ti)(ie0+n) 
for every Ζ Ç.3 with Ζ Π B(R) = 0 (R big enough, depending upon n). 
Let the collection {Z.}.. of open cylinder sets be a countable cove­
ring of H. By the weak compactness of B(R) it follows that finitely 
many of these cylinders, say Z-,...,Ζ »cover B(R). 
» η 
U Ζ. = ( U Ζ.) c с B(R)C 
1 1 i=n+1 i=1 
η η 
'"i' Hence μ( U Ζ. ) £ 2(1+η)(£ε +η) and 1 - Σ μ(Ζ.) = 1-μ( U Ζ. ) <_ i=n+1 1 ü і=1 1 і=1 ^ 
2(ΐ+η)(ίε0+η}. 
» η 
Therefore Σ yízj >_ Σ μ(Ζ
ί
) >, 1-2( 1+n)(k +η). 
i=1 :L І=1 
This means that μ (Η) = infí Σ μ(Ζ.) | {Ζ.}00,, partition of Η} = 
οο І=1 
infí Σ μ(Ζ. ) | {Ζ.}Τ cover of Η by open cylinders} >_ 1-2(l+n)(Js +η) 
i=1 ι ι i=l 0 
(use 6.6 and Remark 1.5 respectively). Because this is valid for every 
η > 0, we get РдіН) >_ 1-е-, which proves the theorem. • 
8.5 Definition. The Hilbert-Schmidt topology (HS-topology) is the 
coarsest topology on Η for which all the sets 
{x € Η | ||B(x-a)|| < 1} (a e H, В e L H S) 
are open. 
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In fact, the collection of all sets Í X € H | ||BX|| <1}, where 
В € !<„„ is a base of neighborhoods of the zero for the HS-topology. HS 
For, let B^Bg € LHS, then В = /Β.,Β.,+Β^ € LHS and 
{x e Η | | |Bxl I < 1} с ÍX e Η I | (в^І | < 1} η {χ e н | | |в2х| | < ι}. 
It will Ъе evident what we mean by HS-continuity, HS-lim and so on. 
Now we can formulate Proposition ЬЛ as follows. 
Let μ be a symmetric cylinder measure on H, then 
Uf(H) <_ HS-lim sup (Г ). 
~ x+O 
8.6 Definition. We say that a cylinder measure ν on Η is uniform­
ly HS-bounded if for every ε > 0 there is а С € !•„_ such that for 
every χ € Η with ||Cx|| < 1 we have 
(Г
х
) < ε 
(shorter: HS-lim μ(Γ J = 0). 
x^ -O 
Compare this with Definition 5·3. 
8.7 Theorem. (Sazonov) Let у be a cylinder measure on H. 
For μ to be σ-additive it is necessary and sufficient that μ be uni­
formly HS-bounded. 
Proof. Sufficiency. For symmetric μ the a-additivity follows im­
mediately from Ö.U. 
In general 5μ+?μ is a symmetric cylinder measure. Because μ(Γ ) • 
μ~(Γ ) (χ e Η), 5μ+5μ also is uniformly HS-bounded. So 1\ι+1]Γ is 
σ-additive. But then so is μ. 
For the proof of the necessity we refer to [U], page 308 or [17]· о 
8.8 Theorem. Let μ be a cylinder measure on H. Then 
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Uf(H) = HS-lim sup У ( Г Х ) . 
X-+0 
Proof. From Theorem 8.7 it follovs that 
HS-lim VAT) = 0. 
л ο χ 
X-+0 
Hence ve have 
HS-lim sup μ(Γ
χ
) = HS-lim sup yf(rx) £ pf(H). 
x->-0 x-*-0 
On the other hand for the symmetrization Jp+Jy of μ we have Ъу Propo­
sition 8.U 
(iv+2y")f(H) £ HS-lim sup (¿ +Ь")(Гх) 
x-*0 
(see the reformulation in 8.5). 
But μ(Γ
χ
) = μ~(Γ
χ
) and (і +і ~)
г
= lvt+H\if)~. 
Hence 
μ
ί
.(Η) <. HS-lim sup μ(Γ ). 
The desired equality follows, α 
9. σ-additivity and the Fourier transformation 
9.1 We can formulate Theorem 8.7 in terms of the Fourier trans­
form. 
Theorem. (Sazonov). Let μ he a cylinder measure on H. Then μ is 
σ-additive if and only if μ is HS-continuous. 
Proof. We assume that μ is normalized (i.e. μ(θ) = μ(Η) = 1 ) . 
If μ is HS-continuous on Η and ε > 0 there is а С e L„„ such that 
|μ(0)-μ(χ)| < e for every χ e Η with ||Cx|| < 1. 
Lemma 5.U (ъ) yields that μ(Γ ) < 2ε if ||Cx|| < 1. 
In other words μ(Γ ) < 2ε if ||(^C)y|| < 1. 
Because —С € LHg and ε was an arbitrary positive number we proved that 
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U is uniformly HS-tiounded. By Theorem Ö.7, μ is σ-additive. 
Conversely, let u be σ-additive. By Theorem Ö.7. HS-lim μ(Γ ) = 0. 
уч-0 У 
Applying Lemma 5·^ (a}> for each у € Η and e > 0 we have 
|l-î(y)| < ε+2μ(Γ1 ). 
Hence HS-lim sup |l-ij(y)| < ε+2.0 = ε. 
y-*0 
From the fact that e > 0 was arbitrary the HS-continuity of jj at 0 
follows. Because μ is positive definite, μ is (even uniformly) HS-
continuous at each χ € Η. (See the proof of Theorem 5·5·) α 
Kolmogorov gave a shorter proof in [12]. 
9.2 Proposition. Let μ be a purely finitely additive cylinder 
measure on H. Then 
HS-lim sup |μ(0)-μ(χ)| >μ(θ;. 
x-*e 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that for a normalized purely fi­
nitely additive cylinder measure μ, 
HS-lim sup |ΐ-μ(χ)| >_ 1. 
x-*0 
Let e > 0 and let В € LHg. We have to show that there is a vector χ in 
Η with ||Bx|| < 1 and |ΐ-μ(χ)| > 1-2e. 
Let С = -В. Theorem Ö.8 yields а у € Η with ||Cy|| < 1 and μ(Γ ) > 1-е. 
ε j 
Lemma 5·^ (Ъ) implies that 
|l-C(-^ t уjl > 1-2ε for a certain t € [-1,1]. 
' ε ε ' - ε 
Putting χ = et у, we obtain 
||Bx|| = ||^C(et
e
y)|| = |t
e
| ||Cy|J < ||Cy|| < 1 and 
|l-ii(x)| > 1-2e. 
The vector χ is one we were looking for. α 
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Comment. In general we do not have the equality 
HS-lim sup |ίί(0)-μ(χ)| = μ(θ). 
χ-»·0 
iF(x ) 
For instance take μ as in 6.12. Then ¡j(xj = e (χ e Η) (with F 
linear and discontinuous as in 6.12) and 
HS-lim sup |ÌJ(0}-U(X)| = HS-lim sup |l-e l F ( x ,| = 2 > μ(θ). 
x+O х-Ю 
Theorem 9·1 and Proposition 9.2 admit the following combination. 
HS-lim sup |μ(0)-μ(χ)| > ÍJf(0). 
X-+-0 
9.3 As a consequence of 9.2 we state 
Theorem. For a purely finitely additive cylinder μ we have 
HS-lim inf |Re μ(χ}| = 0. 
x-t-0 
Proof. Since μ- and therefore μ" - is purely finitely additive, 
the convex combination sp+su" is purely finitely additive (see 6.9). 
Remark that (2μ+5μ~)~(χ) = Re μ(χ} for every χ € Η. Proposition 9·2 
implies that for every e > 0 and В £ !„„ there is an χ e Η with 
||Bx|| < 1 and |ir(0)-Re μ(χ)| > μ(θ)-ε. 
Because ij(0)-Re μ(χ) >. 0, we can omit the absolute value sign and we 
obtain 
Re ¡j(xj < ε. 
But ρ ·+· Re μ(ρχ} (ρ € [0,1]) is a continuous function and μ(θχ) > 0. 
Hence there is a p 0 e [0,1] such that 0 £ Re μ(ρ0χ) < ε. 
So we have found a vector y (= p 0x) with | |By| | < 1 and |Re г!(у)| < e 
and the assertion follows, π 
9.1* The following examples show that the converses of 9·2 and 9.3 
are not true. 
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Let μ Ъе the (purely discontinuous; cylinder measure as in 6.12. 
Then evidently jp+Ji- is not purely finitely additive, hut its Fourier 
iF(x) 
transform χ •* is +^ (x € H) - F as in 6.12 - has value 0 at points 
arbitrarily close to 0. 
Next we want to give an example of an even continuous, non-pure-
ly finitely additive cylinder measure for which the conclusions in 
9.2 and 9.3 do not hold. 
Let {e.}·. he an orthonormal hase of H. Define Φ : Η •*• R Ъу 
OD 
ф(х} • Π cos (<x,e.>) (χ € Η). 
i=1 
Then Ъу the assertions in Τ·5 and 1,6 Φ is the Fourier transform of a 
continuous, purely finitely additive cylinder measure, say μ, 
(μ = ¡6
 1+5δ 1 for each i € N.) 
i 
It is easy to check that ίυ+ΐδ
η
 is an example as promised. (For eve­
ry В € L ™ , there is an η € N with I |в(іге )l I < 1 and jHire) = -1.) 
no η η 
10. The Laplace transformation 
The classical Laplace transformation acts on prohahilities which 
axe concentrated on [0,·»). Let us denote it by Л. 
When ir is a probability on [0,<=) ve have by definition 
^ir(t) = ƒ e"tsdir(s) (t € [0,»)). 
0 
For detailed information see [3]. 
Also for any (σ-additive) measure ir on R we use the letter «C 
in defining «£π : R •* (0,«>) by 
.eir(t) = f e"ltsld1r(s) (t € R). 
R 
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Now we shall introduce a from £ derived transformation of cylinder mea­
sures on H. 
10.1 Let ν be a cylinder measure on H and let χ £ Η. The function 
a - e-|<x>a>l (x e Η) 
is tame and consequently it is integrable with respect to y (see U.1 
and 't. 2 ). Define for every χ € Η 
LuU) = ƒ e"l<X'a>ldV(a). 
Η 
Definition. The function Lp : Η ·*• R is called the Laplace trans­
form of £. 
For every e € Η, ||e|| = 1 and t € R we have 
Lvi(te) =Aie(t). 
In close analogy with the Fourier transformation we have 
Lu(x) = ƒ е-| < Х' а >и
г
 ,(a) = ƒ e-Nduit) (x € H) 
[χ] l X J R X 
and Ьр(вх) = ! e_'st'dp (tj (s € R, χ € Η). 
R 
(Compare this with the formulas in 4.9)· 
10.2 Proposition. Let μ and ν be cylinder measures on H. Then 
(a) Lp is a real-valued function on Η 
Lp(x) € (θ,μ(Η)] for every χ € Η; Lv(0) = y(H). 
(b) Lp is symmetric (i.e. Lg(-x) = Ly(x) for each χ € Η). 
(c) t ->· Ly(te) (t € [0,«)) is a monotonicly non-increasing function 
(e ε H). 
(d) ν <_ y implies Lv <^  Ly. 
Discussion. We axe going to compare the Fourier and the Laplace 
transformation with each other. 
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A big advantage for the latter seems to Ъе its positivity. However, we 
do not have an analog of U.11 for the Laplace transformation; we must 
he satisfied with a much weaker result (see Ю.Ма)). 
Also the Laplace transformation does nog behave itself "favora­
bly" with respect to the convolution (compare 4.12 with 10.U (b); see 
also 13.9). 
Example. Let a € H and let δ be the Dirac measure» the mass of 
which is concentrated at tihe point a (a / 0). 
L6 Ы = L6 Ax) = e"'<X,a>l for every χ 6 H. 
But L(6
e
 * 6 J U ) = L6.(x) = 1 ?i L6 (x) Ы Ax) if <x,a> φ 0. 
a
—
а и a ~a 
The fact that the Laplace transformation does not have some elegant 
properties of the Fourier transformation is caused by the absolute va­
lue sign in its definition. 
We may conclude that from some points of view the Laplace transforma­
tion looks nicer than the Fourier transformation, from others it is 
the other way around. 
In 10.3, lO.U and 10.5 we translate useful properties of the Fou­
rier transformation for the Laplace transformation. 
10.3 Let H1 and H ? be two separable real Hilbert spaces. 
Proposition. For a cylinder measure μ on H1 and а В € L(H1,Hp), 
L(u о В - 1) = (Lp) о В . 
The proof is completely analogous to that of Proposition U.10. 
10.U Proposition. For any two cylinder measures μ and ν on Η the 
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following holds (a) L(p x v H U ^ X g ) ) >. Ly(x1 )Ь (х2) (U^Xg) € Η Φ H) 
(Ъ) L(y * v)(x) > Lp(x)Lv(x) ( x € H ) . 
Proof. (,a) Let (x^Xg) € Η Φ Η. 
U p xv)((x 1,xj) = ƒ е-| < ( х1' х2 ,' (Уі'У2 ) >І а р > < v ( ( y y )) > 
НФН 
ƒ
 / е-|<х1.У1>1е-|<х2»У2>1аи(у , d v ( y ) = 
Η Η i ¿ 
ƒ e-|<X1'y1>ldM(y1) ƒ е - ' ^ ' У г Н а ^ ^ ) „ ^ ( х ^ Ь Схз). 
Η Η 
(b) follows from (a) and Proposition 10.3 with for В the 
operator Ρ € L(H Φ Η,Η) defined by P(x1,x2) = x^Xg ((χ,,,χ^ € Η Φ Η). 
α 
10.5 Proposition. Let u and ν be symmetric cylinder measures on Η 
{see 3.Ό. Then Lp = Lv implies that μ = v. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that μ = ν for every e € Η. 
For, from this it follows that {J(X) = v(x) (x e Η) and thus (by k.k) 
V = v. 
So fix a vector e € Η. Ly(se) = Lv(se) for every s € [0,«·). 
Using 10.1 it follows that for every s £ [О,«), 
ƒ e-^U (t) = ƒ e-^ ldv (t). 
R R e 
For a probability IT on R let us define the probability If on [0,«) by 
*(A) =
 1r(A)-hrl-A)-1r(A Π {0}) (Α €<β([0,«)). 
We may suppose that μ and ν are normalized. Then μ and ν are proba­
bilities on R and 
ƒ e-^ldi It) = f e^^'d« (t) (s € [О,»)). 
0 e 0 e 
In other words ^ p = «¿ft . 
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A well-known theorem tells us that a prohability on [0,«) is complete­
ly determined by its Laplace transform (in the classical sense) (see 
[3], pp. hoB). Hence Ίί = ν for every e € Η. 
Because μ and ν are symmetric we obtain 
μ 6 = ve (e € HJ 
and our proof is finished, α 
Remark. The condition that u and ν have to Ъе symmetric is not 
superfluous. Take for instance μ = 6 and ν = δ for a certain e € Η, 
e ^  0. More generally, Ці - L(,]i~) for every cylinder measure μ on H. 
10.6 Theorem. A cylinder measure on Η is continuous if and only 
if its Laplace transform is continuous. 
Proof. The proof of the fact that the Laplace transform of a con­
tinuous cylinder measure is continuous is quite similar to that in the 
Fourier case (see 5.2). 
Once we have proved the converse statement for symmetric cylinder mea­
sures, the general case is an easy consequence. (The symmetrization 
ίν
+
ζμ~ of a cylinder measure μ is continuous iff μ is continuous (use 
Theorem 5.6). ) 
So suppose that μ is a symmetric cylinder measure and Lμ is con-
1 2 . . 
tinuous. Let χ ,x ,... be a sequence m H which converges to the vec­
tor x. We have to prove that 
lim ƒ g(t) dp n(t) - ƒ g(t) i\i
x
(t) (*) 
tt+« R R 
for every bounded continuous g : R ·* С 
By the continuity of Lμ for each s € R, 
Ly(sx ) converges to Lu(sx). 
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Hence by 10.1 
ƒ е" 3 ' |аи„п(г) = ƒ « H ^ u p j t 
and t h e r e f o r e 
l im e ° | υ | <ίμ n t ) e 0 | 4 d p ( t ) 
tt«· К x R x 
l im S e " S t du n ( t ) = ƒ e " s t d i J x ( t ) (s € [ 0 , - ) ) . 
n^ «> 0 0 
LetJ* Ъе the vector space over C, generated by the collection of all 
functions t ·•• e (.tetO,00)), where s runs through [0,00). 
By the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem the algebra Äis dense in С [0,°°) 
(provided with the sup-norm topology). It follows that (*) holds for 
every g of the form χ,0 xf, where f 6 Сш(Н))· 
(We repeat that for any set Α, χ. is the characteristic function of A.) 
Similarly (*) holds for each g = X, ..f (f € С (R)). But then we ha-
ve (*) for each function f in C^R). 
Because ν and all μ η are σ-additive measures on R with y (R) • 
y n(R) • у(Н) (η € Ν), it can be proved that (*) follows for each 
bounded continuous f. (For every ε > 0 there is a compact subset К of 
R such that ν
χ
(Κ) >. y(H)-e and
 μχη(Κ) >, y(H)-e (η € Ν).) α 
10.7 Lemma. Let у be a cylinder measure on Η and let ε € (0,«»). 
Then for each χ € Η we have 
(a) y(H)-Ly(ex) < у(Г )+
е
у(Н) 
(b) у(Г ) < y(H)-Ly(x)+e e
 μ(Η). 
εχ 
Proof, (a) y(H)-Ly(
e
x) = ƒ 1-e"l<ex*y>ldy(y) = 
Η 
ƒ l-e-|<ex'y>ldy(y) + ƒ l-e-l^'^U^y) < 
Г Г
С 
χ χ 
ƒ 1 dy(y) + ƒ ε dy(y). 
Γ Γ 
χ χ 
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In fact, if y e Γ°, |<x,y>| < 1 and hence 1-е"'<еХ'У>' < 1-e"e < е. 
It follows that y(H)-Lp{ex) <. μ(Γ
χ
)+εμ(Η). 
(Ъ) у e Г
 v
 iff |<x,y>| > -. We have 
~
ε
 .1 1 
p(H)-Lu(x) = ƒ 1-e"l<x,y>ldy(y) > ƒ 1-е ε duly) > у(Г )(l-e"e) > 
1 Η
 Γ
εχ
 ε Χ 
μ(Γ
εχ
)-β ε ν(Η). Ο 
10.8 Proposition. Let у Ъе a cylinder measure on Η and let e 0 he 
a positive real number. 
Mf(H) < e 0 if and only if there is a Β ε L _ such that 
sup {μ(Η)-Ι,μ(χ) | χ € Η, | |Bx| | < 1} < CQ. 
Proof, ("if"-part). Suppose that μ is symmetric. Let В be as in 
the proposition. There is an η > 0 such that μ(Η)^μ(χ) < ε0-η (χ € Η 
with Ι |BÎ:|| < 1). 
From the preceding lemma part (h) it follows that 
μ(Γ
εχ
) < е0-л+е
 e
 μ(Η) if ||Вх|| < 1 le € (О,») arbitrary). 
Now we apply Proposition 8.U with С = —B. It follows that for every 
J. ε 
e € (0,»), yf(H) <, е0-л+е ε уін). Thus μί.(Η) <, ε0-η < e0. 
For an arbitrary μ that fulfils the condition in the proposition 
ίμ+ίμ~ is a symmetric cylinder measure which has the same property, 
(because of ίμ = Lμ~ and (ΐμ+2μ~)(Η) = μ(Η)). 
Hence - using 6.9 -
e 0 > (lu+iu")f(H) = (liif+i(ir)f)(H) = Jpf(H)+i(pfr(H) = p f(H). 
The "only if" -part will be proved in 10.11. α 
10.9 Lemma. For a cylinder measure μ on Η we have 
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|Lp(x}-Ly(y)| <. Ly(0)-LM(x-y) (х.уеН). 
Proof. Let χ,у € H. 
Both sides of the inequality are symmetric in χ and y. Hence we may 
suppose that Lu(x) <_ Lp(y). Then 
|Lv(x)-Lv(y)| = Ly(y)-Lv(x) = ƒ e-l^'^ldpU) - ƒ e'l^'^'dyia) = 
Η Η 
/ e-l^'^Uía) - ƒ e-l^^-Kx-y.^Uu) < 
Η Η 
f e-l^'^Uía) - f
 е
-І<У.«>І e-l^-y-^ldwla) = 
Η Η 
ƒ в-І^.^ІО-е-І^-У.^ІМ.и) < / l-e-l^ -^ l^dvCa) = 
Η Η 
Lp(0)-Lv(x-y). о 
10.10 Theorem. A cylinder measure μ on Η is σ-additive if and on­
ly if L\i is HS-continuous. 
Proof. A σ-additive cylinder measure is uniformly HS-bounded 
(Theorem 8.7J· Thus, given an e > 0, there is а В € !/„_ such that 
μ(Γ ) < ε whenever ||Bx|| < 1. 
Hence by Lemma 10.7 (a) we have 
v(H)-Lp(y} < e(l+y(H)) if ІІ^ВуЦ < 1. 
—В is again a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Hence Ly indeed is HS-conti-
nuous at 0. 
From Lemma 10.9 it follows that Lu is (even uniformly) HS-continuous 
on the whole of H. 
Using the already proved implication of Proposition 10.8, the converse 
is immediate, α 
10.11 Proof of the "only if"-statement in Proposition 10.8. 
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Suppose that μ ЛH) < е.. 
Then ν (Η) > μ(Η)-ε +n for some η > 0. Hence Ъу Theorem 10.10 there is 
а В € L g , such that 
LpgW > v(H)-e0+in (x € Η with ||Bx|| < 1). 
Because for every χ € Η, Lp.(χ) >^  0, ve have 
U(H)-Lp(xJ < μ(Η)-Ι.μσ(χ) < t ^ h if | |Вх| | < 1 
and this is exactly vhat we had to prove, α 
10.12 We can summarize 10.8 and 10.10 as follows. 
Theorem. For every cylinder measure μ on H, 
Lμ (0) = HS-lim inf Lv(x). 
Proof. Let μ he a cylinder measure on H. 
From 10.10 it follows that HS-lim Lμ (x) = Lμ (θ). 
X-+-0 
It follows from 10.8 that for each В € L^, 
nò 
sup {pf(H)-Lyf(x) | χ € H, ||Bx|| < 1} > yf(H) 
and therefore 
inf ^
г
( х ) | χ € Η, | |Bx| J < 1} £ 0. 
So HS-lim inf Lμf.(x) = 0. 
x*0 
Adding these results we find 
HS-lim inf Ux(x) = Lμ (0) = μ„(Η). α 
x*0 
10.13 Lemma. Let μ be a cylinder measure on H. Let χ € Η and 
e > 0. There is an s > 0 such that 
Lμ(x+y) < e+sLV(y) (y € H). 
Proof. Let u > 0 he such that 
vA{-u,u)C) = μ(Ι\ ) < e. 
u 
TI 
Lu(x+yj = ƒ e-|<x+y'z>ldu(z) + f e-| < x + y' Z >U(z) < 
Г Г
С 
l1 1 
-χ —χ 
u u 
ƒ 1 dw(z) + f
c
 el < x' z >l
 e
-| < 5 r' z >ldw(z). J ι u u \ 
Лх u 
'*' H 
— χ 
u 
1 ι 1 ι с 
Because |<-x,z>| = —|<x,z>| < 1 if ζ e Г. , it follows that 
—χ 
u 
LU(x+y) < μ(Γ1 ) + / 0 e
U
 e"
l < y
'
z >
'du(z) <
 е
+ е % ( у ) . 
u 
This is what we had to prove, α 
10.14 Theorem. For every cylinder measure μ on H, 
Ьц
а
1х) = HS-lim inf Lu(y) (x € H ) . 
y+x 
Proof. Let μ be a cylinder measure on H. Fix an χ £ H. It is suf­
ficient to prove that 
HS-lim inf Lvf(y) = 0. 
y*x 
Let e he a positive number. As in the proof of Theorem 10.12 we have 
HS-lim inf Inif(y) * 0. 
y+0 
By Lemma 10.13 it follows that for some s € R, 
0 <. HS-lim inf Lμf(y) • HS-lim inf Ιμ-(^-χ)+χ) £ 
у*х У-Х-+0 
ε+s HS-lim inf Lμf(y-x) = e+s.O = ε. 
у-х-Ю 
Because ε was arbitrary, the statement "HS-lim inf Lμf.(y) = 0" fol-
y^ -x 
lows. α 
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11. Rotation invariant cylinder measures 
In this section ve shall give an application of the theorems a-
bout the Laplace transforms of cylinder measures. 
11.1 In section 3.U we already defined rotation invariant cylin­
der measures. In U.13 (c) we have seen that the Fourier transform of 
the rotation invariant cylinder measure y on H is of the form 
χ + f(||x||) (x€ H), 
where f is a real-valued function on ¡{O,»). 
Let e e H with ||e|| = 1. For every t e R we have 
(u[e]r(te) = Û(te) = f(|t|)· 
Since μ, , is a σ-additive measure, the function 
t •*• {î(te) (t € R) 
is continuous. It follows that f is continuous and so μ is continuous. 
By Theorem 5·2 the continuity of μ follows. We proved 
Proposition. Every rotation invariant measure is continuous. 
11.2 Note. Umemura [20] has shown that every normalized rotation 
invariant cylinder measure is a superposition of Gaussian measures 
(where the Dirac measure at 0 is regarded as the Gaussian measure with 
variance Ob In fact, for such a μ, 
во 
y(Z) = ƒ λ (Ζ) dir(a) (Ζ e*) 
0 σ 
and 
ш 
μ(χ) = Л
я
(х) dir(a) (χ € Η), 
0 σ 
where ir is some prohability on [0,«·). 
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11.3 Proposition. Let μ be a cylinder measure on H. 
(a) If μ is rotation invariant, there is an f : [О,») -»• R such that 
for every χ € Η, 
Ьм(х) = f(i|x||). 
(b) If у is symmetric, the converse of (a) holds. 
The proof is easy. (Use the definition of rotation invariance and Pro­
position 10.3.) 
11.1* Lemma. Let μ be a cylinder measure on H. Then 
μ is rotation invariant if and only if μ and μ- are rotation in­
variant . 
Proof. Suppose that μ is rotation invariant and let U € L(H) be 
-1 -1 -1 
unitary. Then μ = μ ο υ = μ ο υ + μ . oU 
μ oU is σ-additive and because U is invertable, μ- o U is purely 
finitely additive. 
Thus μ = μ
σ
 о U~ and u f = w f o U~ . 
This is valid for every unitary U. So indeed μ and μ. are rotation 
invariant. 
The implication in the opposite direction is trivial, α 
11.5 We shall call a cylinder measure μ on Η ¿ -free if there is 
no positive number e such that efi0 <, μ (δ0 is the Dirac measure at 0 
on H). 
The following fact is easy to prove. 
Proposition. A rotation invariant cylinder measure on Η which is 
60-free is purely finitely additive. 
Proof. Let u satisfy the hypothesis of the proposition. By Lemma 
7U 
11.1* μ is also rotation invariant. So (μ )~(x) depends only on 
IIxlI (x € H). But (μ_)~ is HS-continuous (Theorem 9.1). Hence (μ )~ 1
 ' ' ' с о 
must Ъе a constant function on H, which means that μ is a multiple 
of 6Q. Because μ is 50-free, μ = 0. α 
11.6 Lemma. Let it be a σ-additive measure on R and let e > 0. 
Then 
π _> εδ iff .Cir(t) >_ ε for every t e R. 
(Here S denotes the Dirac measure at 0 on R. We repeat that ·£ denotes 
the classical Laplace transformation.) 
Remark. An analogous lemma holds for the Fourier transforms of 
symmetric measures on R. 
Proof. If <Cir _> ε on R, for every u > 0 
u .. ι XL u 
ƒ (ƒ e"|T;s|dir(s))dt = f/!ii{t)dt > ƒ ε dt = 2ги. 
-u R -u -u 
Applying Fubini's Theorem we get 
ƒ -г-г{і-е~ 'S')dir(s) > 2cvL for every u > 0. 
R | s | 
Let η > 0. Since ƒ -r—r( 1-e~U'S'}dir(s) < -ÏÏ(R), we have 
(-n,n)c |s| n 
ƒ -pUrd-e^^'jdïïU) > eu - Λν (R) (u > θ). 
(-n,n)|sf " η 
Moreover f τ—г(і-е ' '}dir(s) _< ƒ u dir(s) = υττίί-η,η) ). 
(-n.n) | s | (-tun) 
So ir((-n,n)) > ε - -rir(R) for every u > 0. 
— ли 
Letting и grow to ~, we get that ιτ((-η,τι}) >^  ε (n > 0). 
So π({0}) >_ ε and this implies that π >. εδ. 
The converse is trivial, о 
11.7 From Proposition 11.1 and Theorem 9.1 it follows immediately 
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that a rotation invariant cylinder measure composed with a Hilbert-
Schmidt operator is σ-additive. Using our theorems about the Laplace 
transformation in the preceding chapter we can sharpen this result and 
that of Proposition 11.5 as follows. 
Theorem. Let A € L(H) and let μ he a rotation invariant cylinder 
measure on H. Suppose that μ is δ -free and not identically zero. Then 
(a) μ о A is σ-additive iff A £ L^-
no 
(b) μ о A is purely finitely additive iff A £ L . 
no 
Remark. For Gaussian measures this theorem was previously known 
to L. LeCam (see [2], pp.12). 
Proof. We already showed above that μ о A~ is σ-additive if 
A € Ι*,,,. So A ft L „ if μ о A is purely finitely additive. 
Suppose now that ε 0 = (μ ο Α )σ(Η) > 0. It remains to prove that this 
implies that A e L™. By Theorem 10.10 there is а В € L ^ such that 
L(u ο Α"1)
σ
(χ) > Ц if ||Bx|| < 1 (x € H). 
But then 
ίμ(Α*χ) = Uv о A" 1)U) > L(v ο Α"1)
σ
(χ) > ¿ε 0 if | |Вх| | < 1. 
Put ε • inf Ιμ(χ). 
χ£Η 
By Lemma 11.6, μ
τ
 > εδ for every one-dimensional subspace L. Applying 
the following lemma we obtain that μ _> εδ. But μ is δ -free. Thus 
inf Lμ(x) = 0. 
x€H 
Prom the Propositions 11.3 (a) and 10.2 (c) it follows that there is 
a number R > 0 such that 
| |x| | < R whenever Lμ(x) >^  lz0 (x € H). 
Hence for each χ 6 Η with ||Вх|| < 1 we have 
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Lp(A χ) >_ ге0 and therefore | (A x| | < R. 
Hence ||^ A x|| < \|Вх|| for every χ € Η and consequently — | |A || = 
| |^ A | | 2 <_ | |B| | 2. Because В 6 L H S also A Ç. LHS and therefore A € I^ g. 
This is what we had to prove, о 
11.8 Lemma. Let ν be a cylinder measure on H. Suppose that 
VT > δτ for every one-dimensional subspace L of H. Then μ > δ. 
Il il """ 
Proof. It suffices to prove that 
for every finite dimensional subspace M of H. 
We shall do this Ъу induction. 
For a one-dimensional M there is nothing to prove. 
Now suppose that (*) holds for m-dimensional suhspaces and let M be 
(m+1)-dimensional. 
For each i € N choose a vector e. € M, e. 5* 0 such that all e.'s are 
different. Then by our hypothesis Uwde.]) = и
м
 г lUO}) >_ 1 (i € H). 
We have for every η € Ν, 
η η 
У
М
( М )
 -
μ
Μ
( U
 ^ і ^
 = Σ μ
Μ
( [ 6
ί
] )
 "
 ( η
-
1
^
Μ
({0}) >n-(n-1)vM(lO}) > 
і=1 і=1 
η(ΐ-μ
Μ
(ίΟ})). 
Hence 1-PMU0>) £ 0. This finishes the proof, α 
Warning. One could expect that for two cylinder measures μ and ν 
on Η, " μ
τ
 > vT for every one-dimensional subspace L of H" implies 
JU li 
"V > v". 
In general this implication is not true as is illustrated by the fol­
lowing example. 
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Let τ and σ Ъе real numbers with τ > α > 0. 
Then the inequality 
holds iff dim(M) = 1. 
(Look at the densities of the Gaussian measures as given in 1.8.) 
However we have the following 
Proposition. Cylinder measures u and ν on Η with y. • v. for 
every one-dimensional subspace L of Η are equal. 
Proof. See the first three lines of the proof of Proposition 
10.5. О 
12. Induced cylinder measures 
12.1 Proposition. Let у be a cylinder measure on Η and let M1 Ъе 
a closed linear subspace of H. Denote МГ by Mo­
ia) μ is continuous iff μ
Μ
 and μ
Μ
 are continuous 
(Ъ) μ is σ-additive iff μ
Μ
 and μ
Μ
 are σ-additive. 
1 M2 
Proof, (a) Let ε > 0. By Theorem 5.6 it is sufficient to prove 
that there is a S > 0 such that for every χ € H with ||x|| < δ, 
ν(Γ
χ
) < е. 
Let η.,,η0 € (0,l) such that η,+η„ = 1. When μ,, and μ., are continu-
ous, for both i e {1,2} there is a 5^ such that for every χ e M. with 
l l x l l < « i . 
μ(Γ
χ
) = μ
Μ
 ({ζ € t^ I |<z,x>| > 1}) < t^ e . 
i 
Put δ = min {Jä^iög}. 
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For a vector χ € H vrite Х І = P M (x) (i e {1,2}). 
i 
For every χ £ H with ||χ|| < 6 we have ||2x.|| < δ. ti = 1,2). 
Г с Γ 0 U Г„ . 
χ 2х1 2х2 
Consequently 
<Г
Х
) < О Ц ) +U(r
a t 2) < n i e + n 2e-e. 
Also the converse statement follows from Theorem 5·6. 
(b) The proof of statement (Ъ) is analogous to the proof 
above, using Theorem 8.7 instead of Theorem 5·6. a 
12.2 Corollary. Let μ be a cylinder measure on Η and let M be a 
closed linear subspace of H of finite codimension. 
(a) ν is continuous iff u
w
 is continuous 
M 
(b) μ is σ-additive iff μ
Μ
 is σ-additive. 
12.3 Proposition. Let μ be a cylinder measure on Η and let M be a 
closed linear subspace of H of finite codimension. 
(a) When μ is purely discontinuous so is μ
Μ 
(b) When μ is purely finitely additive so is μ
Μ
. 
Proof. The proofs of (a) and (b) are similar. We shall prove (b). 
Take an ε > 0 and a Hilbert-Schmidt operator C. : M -»• M. 
By Theorem 8.8 we are done if we have shown the existence of a vector 
x1 € M such that 
l l C ^ H < 1 and μ(Γ
χ
 ) > (Ι-ε)μ(Η). 
(Remark that μ(Η) • μ„(Μ) and 
M 
μ(Γ
χ
 ) = yM({y e M I \<y,x.f\ > 1}) if x1 € M.) 
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Because М
м
ііз σ-additive, there i s an R > 0 such that 
UjjlUyGt1· | |<y,x>| > 1}) = ν(Γ
χ
) < ¿εμ(Η) whenever х б ^ . Ц х Ц < ¿ . 
Let I : M^  -»· M"^  be the identity operator. 
Define С = | с 1 « 3RI. 
Then С : Η -»· Η is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. 
By Theorem 8.8 there is an χ e Η with ||Cx|| < 1 and 
μ(Γ
χ
) > (l-ie)v(H). 
Take x1 = ^ ^ ) and x 2 = "Z*-*! · 
ι > I |cx| I - /ф 2 | | с 1 ф 1 ) | | 2 + (зк; 2 | | |х 2 | | 2 = / l l v , ! ! 2 « 2 ! ^ ! ! 2 . 
Hence ¡ J C ^ J I < 1 and | | 2 x 2 | | < ^ . 
We have 
ІГ ) = uUy e Η Ι |<7, |χ-χ >| > 1}) > 
x 1 ¿ 
и({у€н| |<у, |х>|- |<у,х 2>|>і}) >ji(íyeH||<y,|x>|>|})-y({y€H||<y,x2>|>J}) 
= v(íy€H||<y,x>|>U)-u(íy€H||<y,2x2>|>1}) > ( Ι- ίεΜΗΜεμ(Η) = 
( 1 - е Ы н ) . 
We may decide that x1 is a vector we were looking for. α 
12.lt Remark. Let M be an arbitrary closed linear subspace of H. 
The fact that μ is a purely finitely additive cylinder measure does 
not imply that μ
Μ
 or μ^_ is purely finitely additive. The analogous 
implication for purely discontinuous cylinder measures on Η does not 
hold either. 
We shall give an example of a purely discontinuous cylinder measure 
on Η such that for some closed linear subspace M, neither μ
Μ
 nor μ^_ 
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is purely finitely additive. 
Example. Let M Ъе a Hirbert subspace of H such that M as well as 
M is infinite dimensional. 
Take a non-continuous linear map F : H ·*• R which is identically 0 on 
M and a non-continuous linear G : H -*• R which vanishes on M. Apply­
ing Theorem k.6 we get a cylinder measure μ on H with Fourier trans-
χ * i e * ^ • !.*<*> (xCH). 
Then μ is purely discontinuous (see 7.12 and 6.1І*). 
But (μ
Μ
) = jfi on M and ( ^ д)- = Ja on ЬГ" and so neither μ nor μ^_ 
is purely finitely additive. 
We shall study now protlems which are related to the statement 
μ о В is σ-additive if μ is continuous and В e !.„„ (see 12.6). 
12.5 Lemma. Let μ Ъе a non-continuous cylinder measure on H. Then 
there is a (self-adjoint) В € L„„ such that μ о В is also non-conti­
nuous . 
Proof. By Theorem 5.6 for a certain e 0 > 0 there exists a sequen­
ce χ,,,Χο»··· in Η such that 
||x || < -^and u(r ) > ε. (Ν € Ν) . (i) 
Let η € (0,e~ ]. 
There is a y1 ε [χ ] such that 
||y И < 1 and μ(Γ ) > (l-ìnje.. (2) 
ι У1 
For, Ъу the same technique as in the proof of Proposition 12.1 (with 
n, = 1-5П» M 2 = [χ..], δ. • 1) the negation of (2) yields a contradic­
tion with (1). 
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Similarly we find that there is a y- € [x..,Xp] such that 
||y2|| < ~ and у(Г
у
 ) > (1-in)l1-ln}e0. 
In this manner we construct a sequence η ·•• у (η 6 Ν) such that 
y n € [χ , x 2 , . . . , x J 1 , | | y | | < \ a n d p ( r ) > e Π ( I- 1, η) > β"2 ηε 
η 'η k=1 2 
Put H„ for the closure of the linear span of {y } ,. H. is a Hilbert 
υ η η
=
ι υ 
subspace of Η. 
Define B 0 € L(H0) Ъу B^yJ = pr n (n € N). 
У. 
B- is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, because {ir .1} _1 is an orthonor­
mal base of H- and 
ι M l · ІВОІТГГГІІ2= v ^ 2 · 
n= 1 ' ' * η M n= 1 
Define В € ІДН) by 
Bx = BQX if Χ € Η 
and Bx - 0 if χ € H T 
Then В is a (self-adjointJ Hilbert-Schmidt operator and for every η € N 
we have 
(μ о В"1 КГ ) = ν(Γ _ ) = μ(Γ ) > e" 2 ne
n
. 
ny nBy У О 
'η 'η 'η 
But I I ny I I < — and so lim ny = 0. 
η 
n-Mo 
It follows that lim sup ν о В - (Г ) >, e" η ε . . 
хч-0 χ и 
Hence μ о В is not continuous, о 
Remark. By a slight modification in the proof, we even get the 
following 
If μ is not continuous there is a (self-adjoint) nuclear operator 
В such that μ 0 B~ is not continuous. 
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12.6 Theorem. A cylinder measure y is continuous if and only if 
μ о B~ is «j-additive for every В € L . 
no 
Proof. It follows immediately from the Theorems 5·2 and 9·1 that 
μ о В is σ-additive if у is continuous and В € L . 
no 
To prove the converse, we suppose that μ is not continuous. By the 
preceding lemma we know that for a certain Β € Ιν,^ ,μ о В - is not con­
no 
tinuous and so μ о В - is not σ-additive. о 
See also Theorem 1k.5 and Theorem 15 · 11 · 
13. The convolution product 
13.1 In 3.5 we defined the convolution of two cylinder measures. 
It is easy to verify that the convolution product is commutative, as­
sociative and distributive. 
Until 13.5 the cylinder measures μ and ν are supposed to Ъе unequal to 
the zero measure. 
Proposition. Let μ and ν Ъе cylinder measures on H. 
(a) μ * ν is σ-additive if μ and ν are σ-additive 
(b) μ * ν is continuous if μ and ν are continuous. 
Proof. By Proposition k.12 we have 
(μ * ν)" = μ v. 
Using this and the Theorems 9·1 and 5.2 the statements (a) and (b) 
follow respectively, a 
13.2 The converses of 13.1 (aj and (b) are not true as the follo­
wing example shows. 
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Let μ Ъе the cylinder measure as in 6.12 and let ν Ъе the adjoint μ" 
of μ (see 3.Ό. Then у and ν are purely discontinuous (and therefore 
certainly purely finitely additive). 
But μ * ν = δ is σ-additive (and so certainly continuous). 
However we can prove 
Proposition. Let μ and ν be cylinder measures on H. Suppose that 
μ or ν is symmetric. Then 
(a) μ * ν is σ-additive iff μ and ν are σ-additive 
(h) μ * ν is continuous iff μ and ν are continuous. 
Proof. The proofs of (a) and (ъ) are completely analogous. We 
shall demonstrate (Ъ). 
We may assume that μ and ν both are normalized. 
Suppose that μ * ν is continuous and that μ is symmetric. 
Then у is real-valued and by Theorem 5·2 (μ * v)~ = μ ν is continuous 
at 0. 
Let e € (0,1). For a certain δ > 0 we have 
|1-μ(χ)ν(χ)| < e whenever ||x|| < & (x € H). 
Hence |μ(χ)| > |μ(χ)ν(χ)| > 1-ε if ||x|| < & (χ € Η). 
Thus μ(χ) jí 0 for each χ € Η with | |x| | < δ. 
Should VKXQ) be negative for any x 0 with | |xJ | < 6, then μ(ΐ0χ0) = 0 
for a certain t 0 £ (0,1). For, t •*• ¡Ktx») (t € [0,1]) is continuous 
and μ(θχ0) = 1. This yields a contradiction. 
So μ(χ) must be positive for every χ € Η with ||x|| < δ. 
Now we have derived that 
μ(χ) > 1-е if ||x|| < δ. 
Furthermore, if ||x|| < δ we have 
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e > |l-iì(x)v(x)| > 11-vU) |-|uU)v(x)-0(x) | > 11-vu)|-| 1-μ(χ) | · 
Therefore |l-v(x;| < е+|і- (х)| < 2e if | |x| | < S (χ 6 Hb 
Because e € (0,1) was arbitrary, μ and ν are continuous at 0. 
But for positive definite functions continuity at 0 is equivalent with 
continuity everywhere. So we are done, α 
13.3 Proposition. Let μ and ν Ъе cylinder measures on H. 
Assume that μ and μ * ν are σ-additive (continuous). 
Then ν is σ-additive (continuous). 
Proof. From our assumption it follows that μ is also σ-additive 
(continuous) and hence μ - *(μ * ν) = (μ~ * μ) * ν is σ-additive (con­
tinuous) (Proposition 13.1). 
Because μ" * μ is symmetric we may apply Proposition 13.2 and we ob­
tain the σ-additivity (continuity) of v. α 
13.U Proposition. Let μ and ν Ъе cylinder measures on Η such that 
μ * ν is σ-additive (continuous). Then either μ and ν are σ-additive 
(continuous) or μ and ν are purely finitely additive (purely disconti­
nuous ). 
Proof. Write μ = μ + ~ and ν = ν +v.. 
— — — σ ι σ ι 
Then μ * ν = μ * ν + μ * v. + μ * ν + μ * ν_ is σ-additive. 
Hence μ * ν_ and μ. * ν are σ-additive. 
σ г ι α 
From Proposition 13.3 it follows that 
μ
σ
 = 0 or vf. • 0 
and μ- = 0 or v_ = 0. f σ 
Combining these possibilities we get that μ = ν = 0 or μ^ . = v„ = 0. 
For the statement with "continuous" instead of " σ-additive" and 
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"purely discontinuous" instead of "purely finitely additive", the 
proof is analogous, о 
13·5 Lemma. Let V and ν Ъе normalized cylinder measure on H. 
Assume that at least one of these is symmetric. Then L(p*v) <_ j+jLyLv. 
Proof. Fix a vector u € Η with ||u|| = 1. 
For every t € R we have 
L(w * v)(tu) = ƒ e~ltSld(u * v) (s) = ƒ e"ltsld(v * ν )(s) = 
R U R u u 
•C(u * ν )(t). 
u u 
Since moreover for every t £ R 
Ly(tu) =¿v (t) and Lv(tu) = ^ v (t), 
it is sufficient to prove that 
^(uu * vu)(t) < i^u(t)rfvu(t) + i (t € R) 
. . + -
Define for a probability IT on R the measures it and ir , concentrated 
on [0,») and (-",Ο] respectively, by 
ir+(A) = ir(A Π (0,»)) + Μ Α Π {0}) (A e<8(R)) 
π"(Α) = 7г(А Π (-»,0)) + Μ Α Π {0}) (A €¿6(R)). 
Then ir +1T • ir. I f ir i e symmetrie, we have 
i r + ( [ 0 , - ) ) = * - ( ( — , 0 ] ) = l 
and 
Let us assume that μ is symmetric, then у is symmetric on R. 
«£(v * ν ) =.e((y+ + y")*(v+ + v")) =JC(K * v +) +^(y + * v") + 
u u u u u u ~
ν
*τα u u u 
χ(ν~ * ν ) +.C(y~ * v~). 
u u u u 
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U and ν are concentrated on [0,»). By a well-known theorem for the 
for the classical Laplace transformation we have 
^ u u^ *• u u 
and analogously 
.£(μ~ * v~) =^μ~ .Cv" 
u u u u 
(see [3], pp. M l ) . 
Furthermore for each t £ R, 
¿(U* * v ; ) ( t ) < (v* * v - ) ( 0 ) = V* * v-(R) = μ* x V-(F 2 ) = 
μ+(Η) v"(R) = jv"(R) and 
u u u 
Jikv^ * v*)( t ) l îv*(R). 
Hence for every t € R we have 
^(μ
υ
 * v
u
)(t) <.^(t)A>*(t) + iv¡(R)+iv* (R) +^(t)^v-(t) 
= ^ u ( t ) Wv^it) + ^ ( t ) ) + i(v"(H)+v*(R)) 
- ievu(t)-Cvu(t) + î. α 
13.6 We can not expect a stronger result than that of Lemma 13.5· 
This can Ъе seen Ъу taking μ = ν = 2 ( δ +6 ) (χ- is some vector in 
x0 ~x0 
H). 
The condition "μ or ν is symmetric" in Lemma 13.5 is not superfluous 
as can be seen by taking μ = v~ = δ for a certain χ € H, x0 ^ 0. 
13.7 Proposition. Let μ and ν be normalized cylinder measures on 
Η and assume that μ or v*is symmetric. Then 
(μ * v)f(H) > I max (Vf(H),vf(H)}. 
8T 
Proof. By Theorem 10.12 and Lemma 13.5 we have 
(P * ν) (Η) = HS-lim inf L(u * v)(x) < 
x+0 
i+l HS-lim inf Lu(x)Lv(x) <_ l+i HS-lim inf Lv(x) = І+і ^Я). 
x-*0 x-»-0 
Hence (v * v)f(H) > 1-(ΐ+1μσ(Η)) = ÌPf(H). 
Also (μ * v)f(H) > iv f(H). 
This proves our statement, о 
Remark. Proposition 13.2 (a) follows immediately from this propo­
sition. 
13.8 Lemma. Let π and ρ Ъе ргоЪаЪіІгЬіез on R and let s be a po­
sitive real number. The following formula holds, 
¿(IT * p)(t) < e Sl t^u(t) + p(-s,s)c) (t e R ) . 
Proof, ¿ ( π * p ) ( t ) = ƒ e ~ l u t l d U * p ) ( u ) = 
R 
; ,
 e
- | v + w | | t | d ( i T X p ) ( ( v > w ) ) = 
R¿ 
ƒ (ƒ e-lv+wlltld1,(v))dp(w)+ ƒ (/ e - I ^ I ^ L w d p U ) . 
(-s.spR (-s,s) R 
We can estimate the first term by p((-s,s) ) and the second term is 
less than or equal to 
(-8,8) R 
ƒ βΜΙ*Ι4ιΓ(ν) ƒ 6-Ι
ν
ΙΙ*Ι
ά
π(ν) <
 β
8
Ι*Ι^(ΐ). 
(-S,s) R 
Adding these estimates we obtain the promised inequality, α 
13.9 Proposition. Let μ and ν be normalized cylinder measures on 
H. Then L(p * v)(x) <_ eLv(x) + ν ( Γ
χ
) for every χ € Η. 
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Proof. The inequality is trivial for χ = 0. 
For a vector χ / 0 ve write u = ττ—гтх. We have - as in the proof of 
13.5 - L(ii * v)(x) =-í(vu * vu)(||x||). 
Applying Lemna 13.8 we obtain 
L(u * v)(x) < е3ІІх|1ги
и
(||х!|)+
 и
((-з,3)
с) (s > 0). 
Because^u
u
(||x|I) = Lp(x) and ν ((-s,s)c) = v
u
({t e R | |t| > s}) = 
v({y € Η | |<u,y>| >. s}) = \)(T. ), we have 
—u 
s 
Uv * v ) (x) < е 3 І І х І І Ь р ( х ) + (Г 1 ) . 
- u 
s 
Putting s = ττ—ηρ, we obtain the desired inequality, α 
13.10 Theorem. The convolution product of a σ-additive and a pure­
ly finitely additive cylinder measure is purely finitely additive. 
See also Theorem 15·10. 
Proof. Say μ is a purely finitely additive cylinder measure and ν 
is a σ-additive one. We may assume that μ and ν are normalized. Let 
e > 0 ana В € Ь™. If we can find a vector χ € Η with | |Вх| | < 1 and 
L(u * v)(x) < e, from Theorem 10.12 it follows that у * ν is purely 
finitely additive. 
The σ-additivity of ν guarantees the existence of a B. £ L,- such 
that 
ν(Γ ) < ¡ε if Ц в ^ Ц < 1 (χ £ Η) (Theorem 8.7). 
Define В 2 = /B^+B В. Then Bp € L^g. 
Because μ is purely finitely additive, there is an x 0 € Η such that 
Ι,μ(χ0) < -^ε and ||в2х0|| < 1 (Theorem 10.12). 
This vector XQ is one we were looking for. In fact, 
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||Вх0|| < 1 because ||Вх0|| < П в ^ П < 1 
and 
1>(μ * ν)(χ0) <_ етт + ö' = e because of Proposition 13.9 
and U B ^ J I <_ ||в2х0|| < 1. о 
In Chapter 16 we shall use the following 
13.11 Proposition. Let μ he a cylinder measure on Η. 
(a) μ is σ-additive iff μ * U is σ-additive. 
(b) μ is continuous iff μ * μ is continuous. 
Proof. We shall prove part (b) of the proposition. 
If μ is the zero measure there is nothing to prove. 
Thus we may suppose that μ is normalized. 
If μ * μ is continuous, its Fourier transform (μ) is a continuous 
function from Η to С So given an e € (0,1), there is a δ > 0 such 
that |1-μ(χ)2| < e 2 if χ € Η, ||x|| < δ. Hence for every χ € Η with 
||x|| < δ we have 
|l-íí(x)| < e or |ΐ+μ(χ)| < ε. 
Suppose that for a certain x- € Η with ||x0|| < δ the second inequa­
lity holds. Then Re {Их«) < 0. But t •*• Re jï(tx0) (t e [0,1]) is con-
tinuous and Re iHOx-) = 1. So there is a t0 £ [0,1] such that 
Re μίΐ.χ.) = 0 and hence 
|l-íi(t0x0)| > 1 and |ΐ+μ(ΐ0χ0)| > 1. 
Because ||t0x0|| < δ, we have got a contradiction. 
Hence |ΐ-μ(χ)| < e (χ € Η, ||х|| < δ). 
The continuity of μ - and therefore of μ - follows, a 
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lU. The relation betveen continuity and g-additivity 
11*. 1 Proposition. Let μ Ъе a cylinder measure on Η and let В Ъе a 
bounded linear operator on Η with dense rangeЛ(В) in H. Then there 
exists a cylinder measure ν on Η such that 
_-1 
μ = ν о В 
Proof. Because<#(в) с Η is dense, В is one-one. 
Choose a Hamel ba.se {e.}.^. of^(B ) and extend it to a Hamel Ъазе 
ι itl 0 
{e.}.-- of Η. (Here I- and I ere index sets with !_ с l).Let 
Ρ : Η ->·Λ(Β ) Ъе the projection onto<*(B ) with respect to {e.}._T.(Expli­
citly, if χ = Σ t.e. where only finitely many of the t.'s are equal 
iei 1 1 
to 0, then Px = Σ t.e.). 
iei0
 1 1 
Define φ : Η •+ С by 
ф(х) = μ(Β*'1Ρχ) (χ e Η) 
* *_1 
Because Β is one-one, Β Px is well-defined for every χ £ Η. We 
shall prove that 
(1) φ is positive definite 
(2) φ is continuous on finite dimensional subspaces. 
*-1 Let M be a finite dimensional subspace of H. Because Ρ and В are li-
*-1 
near, В (Р(М)) is finite dimensional and μ is positive definite and 
*-1 
continuous on В (Р(м)). Hence φ is positive definite and continuous 
on M. 
By Theorem k.6 φ determines a cylinder measure ν on Η according to 
the formula ν = φ. 
* 
Since Py = у for every у £ A (B ), 
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(ν о В" (х) = 0(В χ) = ф(В χ) = μ(χ) (χ € Η). 
From h.k it follows that ν ο Β = μ. α 
1U,2 Remark. When in Proposition 1І».1 В does not have a dense ran­
ge, В is not injective and then there is a vector χ. φ 0 such that 
В x 0 = 0. 
Then we have for every cylinder measure ν, 
(ν о B"1r(tx0) = 0(0) = (н) (t e R). 
Therefore the relation μ = ν о В - for a certain ν is only possible if 
μ = μ(Η)ό on R. 
X0 
lU.3 Lemma. A cylinder measure μ on Η is σ-additive if and only if 
there is a (self-adjoint) В € L with the property 
no 
for each e > 0 there is a δ > 0 such that 
|С(0) - C(x)| < e if ||Bx|| < δ (χ € Η). 
Proof. That a cylinder measure with the mentioned property is σ-
additive is an immediate consequence of Theorem 9·1· 
Suppose that μ is σ-additive. Again by Theorem 9·1 there is a sequence 
η -*• Β (η € Ν) of Hirbert-Schmidt operators such that for every η € N 
we have . 
|μ(0) - μ(χ)| < ¿if ||Bnx|| < 1 (x € H). 
If I|В |L· • 0 for infinitely many η € Ν, μ = δ. and hence μ possesses 
the property. So, since only the tail of η -»• Β (η € Ν) is important, 
we may suppose that |JB IL· Φ 0 for each η € N. 
ж™ в -/ς К —1-~¿: 
і-12 1 | | в . | | 2 2
 Bih· 
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Then В 6 Lj-g and В is self-adjoint. 
Fix a natural number m. Take 6 = 2 ι|B ι ι—. 
Then for every χ € Η with ||Bx|| < δ, we have 
V I I < I I B J I 2 | | B x | | < | | B j L 2
2 a 6 = i 
and so 
IÍKO) - a(x)| < к 
So this operator В indeed posseses the predicted property, о 
il*.'t For convenience of the reader we shall prove the following 
theorem. (See also [7], pp. 25). 
Theorem. (L. Gross) Let μ be a σ-additive cylinder measure on H. 
Then there is a (self-adjoint) В € L _ and a continuous cylinder mea-
rlo 
sure ν such that 
-1 μ = ν о В 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that μ is norma­
lized. 
Let H. be the maximal (relative to the inclusion) closed linear sub-
space of Η for which μ is the Dirac measure at 0 on H
n
 (in fact, H
n 
н0 и 0 
is the union of all finite dimensional subspaces M for which μ,, = δ,,). 
M M 
As soon as we have found a Hilbert-Schmidt operator B. : HT •* HT and a 
continuous v 0 on HT such that μμχ = v 0 ο Β. , we are done. 
In fact, take for ν the product measure of v
n
 and the Dirac measure on 
H 0 and define В e L(H) by 
Bx = BQX if χ £ HT and 
вх = 0 if χ e HQ. 
Then μ = ν ο Β ~ , B Ê IV.^  and ν is continuous. 
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So we may assume that H- = [0], in other words μ φ δ on R if 
e φ 0. 
Because μ is σ-additive, there is a self-adjoint Hilbert-Schmidt ope­
rator В as in Lenona IU.3. 
В is one-one; for, Be = 0 (e Φ θ) implies that for each e > 0 and 
t e R 
|l - ij(te)| < ε. 
Thus ii(te) = 1 for each t 6 R. But then μ = 6 on R, which contradicts 
our assumption. 
HenceÄ(В ) is dense in H. We apply Proposition IU.I. It follows that 
*-1 there is a cylinder measure ν such that μ = ν о В 
Claim. The restriction of ν ΐοΛ(Β ) is continuous at 0. 
Let e > 0 and let δ > 0 be such that 
|ΐ-μ(χ)| < e if ||Вх|| = ||в x| | < δ (see Lemma llt.3). 
Then |l-C(B*x)| = |l-(v о В"1Г(х)| < ε if ||Вх|| < δ. 
So |l-v(y)| < ε if у €Λ(Β ) and ЦуЦ < δ. 
Since ν is positive definite, ν is even uniformly continuous οηΛ(Β ). 
It follows that the restriction of ν tortíB j is extendable to a con-
tinuous function φ on the closure ofЛ(В ), that is on H. It is easy 
to see that φ is again positive definite. 
So by Theorem U.6, φ is the Fourier transform of a cylinder measure, 
say of VQ. 
By Theorem 5.2, v 0 is continuous. 
Further, ià(x) = v(B X) = (v0)~(B x) for every χ e Η. This implies that 
у = ν
η
 о B~ . So the proof is finished, D 
lit.5 Theorem. A cylinder measure μ is purely finitely additive if 
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and only if for every В € Ц,„ the relation μ = ν о B~ merely holds for 
purely discontinuous cylinder measures ν. 
Proof. The "only if" statement is a corollary of Theorem 12.6. To 
prove the other half we suppose that μ 4 0. Then, Ъу Theorem lU.U the­
re is a continuous cylinder measure VJ and a self-adjoint В € L™ such 
that . 
μ
σ
 = v., о B" . 
μ (H) = Лн); so v1 is not the zero measure. 
Claim. We may assume that В is one-one. 
Let HQJB. and ν be as in the first part of the proof of Theorem 
lU.lt. B 0 : lit ·*· HT is self-adjoint and one-one. 
Choose an orthonormal base {f.}.-,. of EQ ( I
 c
 N). 
Define the bounded linear operator В.. : H. -* H 0 by 
V i = ï f i ( i € i > · 
Then the operator В £ Lili), defined by 
BX = BQX if χ e H¿ 
Вх = B.JX if χ € H0 
is self-adjoint, of Hilbert-Schmidt type and one-one. 
Again we have μ • ν о В 
From Proposition llt.1 we get a cylinder measure v 2 such that 
Vt = v 2 о В" . 
ν = ν, + v 2 is a cylinder measure on Η with 
ν о B~ = v. о B~ + v 2 о B~ = Ug+Uf, = μ. 
But then ν must be purely discontinuous. We have got a contradiction. 
So we proved the theorem, a 
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15. Purely discontinuous cylinder measures 
15.1 Definition. Let I Ъе any index set. 
A collection {Z.}._T of cylinder sets in H is said to be an HS-parti-
tion of H if there is а В € L-g and there is a partition {Z!}._T of H 
by cylinder sets (i.e. {Z!}.— is a collection of disjoint cylinders 
with U Z! = H) such that 
i€I 1 
B"1(zp = zi (i e 1). 
Clearly an HS-partition is a partition. 
Let us denote the collection of all countable HS-partitions of H by 
ψ. For two elements {Z.} and {U.} in ^the writing 
ÍZj} < {U^ 
means that {U·} is a refinement of {Z.} (i.e. every U. is contained 
in some element of {Ζ.}). 
Then 9" becomes a directed set (the proof of this fact is not diffi­
cult). 
15.2 Definition. Let y be a cylinder measure on H. For ζ €9" we 
define the cylinder measure μ : Ж -*· [0,°°) by 
μ (Ζ) = Σ μ(Ζ. П Ζ) (Ζ € * ). 
ζ
 Ζ.€ζ
 1 
ζ ·+ μ (ζ ξ.&) is a non-increasing net of cylinder measures on H. 
Д μ (Η) > 0. From a net-version of Lemma 6.2 it follows that Λ μ 
ze Sí" z ~ zeV2 
is again a cylinder measure on H. This greatest lower bound will be 
written as μ. 
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15·3 Proposition. Let μ Ъе a cylinder measure on H. 
For μ to Ъе continuous it is necessary and sufficient that μ fulfils 
the condition 
u(H) = μ
ζ
(Η) 
for every ζ € ίΛ 
Proof. Necessity. Let ζ = {Ζ.}·, Ъе an HS-partition of H. Let 
В e L„„ and the partition {Z!}? . of Η Ъе such that Z- = B~ (Z!) 
ПО 1 1 =1 1 1 
(i € Ν). 
If μ is continuous, μ о В - is σ-additive. 
» 
Hence μ о В"1(Н) = Σ μ о В (Zi). 
i=1 
So μ(Η) = μ о В"1(Н) = Ζ μ(Ζ.) = μ (Η). 
i=1 1 ζ 
Sufficiency. Suppose that μ is not continuous. By Theorem 12.6 
there is а В € L such that μ о B~ is not σ-additive. 
Consequently there exists a partition {Z!}.. of Η such that 
(μ о B"1)(H) > Σ μ о B" 1(Z!). 
i=1 
For every i € N define Ζ. = Β~ (Z!). 
Then ζ = {Ζ.}. . € ίΓ and μ(Η) > Σ μ(Ζ.) = Р„(н). ο 
ι ι=1
 і и 1 ι ζ 
I?·'* Corollary. Let μ Ъе a cylinder measure on H. Then μ is conti­
nuous if and only if for every z EST, 
u = v 
Proof. If μ(Ζ) = μ (Ζ) for all Ζ €3 and ζ € S^", we have in parti-
cular 
μ(Η) = μ
ζ
(Η) (z eV). 
Now apply Proposition 15.3· It follows that μ is continuous. 
Conversely, suppose that μ is continuous. By Proposition 15.3 we 
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have 
μ(Η) = μ (Η) (ζ esr). 
Furthermore μ < μ. Hence μ = μ for every ζ €£Γ. α 
ζ ~ ζ 
We can rephrase the corollary in the following way. 
A cylinder measure μ is continuous if and only if μ = μ. 
15·5 Lemma. Let μ he a cylinder measure on H. Then μ is continuous. 
Proof. Let e > 0. There is a ζ €9" such that μ(Η) > μ (Η) - ε. 
e ζ 
ε 
We have _ _ 
0 < μ - μ < (μ - μ)(Η) < ε. 
~ ζ - ζ 
ε ε 
It follows that 
0 < (μ ) - (μ) = (μ - μ) < ε for every ζ ZV. 
~ ζ ζ ζ ζ ζ 
ε ε 
Let и € 9" Ъе such that u >· ζ and u > ζ. Then (μ ) >_ μ >_ μ. 
_ _ e ε 
Consequently (μ) >^  μ - ε. Because the positive ε was arbitrary, it 
follows that for every ζ € У , 
(ü)z = V. 
From I?·'* the continuity of μ follows, о 
15.6 Theorem. Let μ be a cylinder measure on H. Then μ = lim μ . 
_
 0
 ζ69· Z 
Proof. Trivially μ >_ μ . Hence μ >_ μ . Corollary 15·** implies that 
μ = μ · и
с
 н
с 
Thus μ >^  μ >_ μ . 
By Lemma 15·5 we have that μ is continuous. Therefore we have the equa­
lity μ = \¡c. 
Corollary. A cylinder measure μ is purely discontinuous if and on­
ly if for every ε > 0 there is an HS-partition ÍZ·}·- of Η such that 
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Σ μ(Ζ, ) < е. 
i=1 
Proof. By the preceding theorem we have μ. = 0. Hence for every 
ε > 0 there is a ζ € 7 such that μ (н) < ε. 
ε 
After these preliminaries we are able to prove conjectures which are 
the continuous-analogs of the theorems 10.12, 12.6 and 13.10. α 
15·Τ Theorem. Let μ he a purely discontinuous-cylinder measure on 
H. Then there is a (self-adjoint) В € L^s such that μ о B~ is purely 
finitely additive. 
Remark. In 15-11 we state a stronger result. 
For the converse of this theorem, see Theorem 12.6. 
Proof. Let η € N. By Corollary 15.6 there is an HS-partition 
{Ζ.}. . such that 
ι i=1 
1 
Ι μ(Ζ.) < -;. 
i=1 1 n 
There is а В e L^ such that for a certain partition {Z!}.. of Η Ъу 
cylinders we have 
Z i = B'^Zj) (i € N ) . 
00 
Hence Ζ μ ο Β" (Ζ!) < -. 
i=1 η ι η 
This yields (see section 6.6) 
(VOB¡ 1) ( J(H)<1. 
In this manner we obtain a sequence η -»• Β (η € Ν) of Hilbert-Schmidt 
operators such that 
( и о в ; 1 )
а
( н ) < і . 
Define the (self-adjoint) В 6 L^g by 
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/- 1 1 « ' 
В = / Σ J ! — τ В B„. 
n-1 2 n llBjl 2 η η 
ι -ι 
Remark that | |Вх| | >_ 2" 5 | |в | |" | |B
n
x| | (x € H) for every η € N. Using 
the Hahn-Banach Theorem, we can show that there exists a sequence 
η -»-Α (η ε H) of bounded linear operators such that 
В = Α ο Β (η ε Ν ) . 
η η 
For every η ε Ν we have 
- U (μ ο Β"1 W H ) = (μ о В - 1 О A T ' U H ) > (μ о В - 1 LÍA" 1 (Η) ) = 
η п о п о — o n 
(μ о Β " 1 )
σ
( Η ) . 
Thus (μ о В - ) (н) = 0 and we have found a Β ε Ь„„ such that μ о B~ 
CT no 
is purely finitely additive, о 
15.8 Theorem. Let μ Ъе a cylinder measure on H. Then μ is purely 
discontinuous if and only if 
lim inf Ι,μ(χ) = 0. 
x*-0 
Proof. When μ is not purely discontinuous, Ъу Theorem 10.6 
lim IM (χ) = Lp (0) = P
c
(H) > 0. 
x+O 
Hence lim inf Ім(х) >_ lim inf Lp (x) > 0. 
x^ -0 x+0 
Conversely, suppose that μ is purely discontinuous and the number 
lim inf Lμ(x) is positive. Write for the sake of shortness 
x-*0 
ε = lim inf Lp(χ). 
x+0 
Then there is a 6 > 0 such that 
Lp(x) >, Je whenever | |x| | < δ (χ ε Η ) . 
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By Theorem 15·Τ there is a self-adjoint В € L,,, such that μ о В is 
purely finitely additive. 
We have 
L(u о B~ )(x) = Ly(Bx) >_ je whenever | |Вх| | < δ. 
Hence HS-lim inf L(v о B~ )(x) >_ le. By Theorem 10.12 it follows that 
X-+0 -
(μ о B~ )_(H) >_ je. This contradicts the fact that μ о B~1 is purely 
finitely additive, D 
Corollary. For every cylinder measure μ on Η the following formu­
la holds. 
L\i
o
(x) m lim inf ]4i(y) (x € H ) . 
y+x 
Proof. Let μ = ν,+υ^ be a cylinder measure on Η and let χ € Η. 
Prom the preceding theorem and Lemma 10.13 it follows that 
lim inf Lμ(ì(y) = 0 
y+x 
(see the reasoning in the proof of Theorem lO.lU). 
By Theorem 10.6 we have 
lim Lμ
c
(y) = Lμ
c
(x). 
y+x 
These two achievements yield our statement, D 
15·9 Corollary. Let μ he a cylinder measure on H. Then 
μ-(Η) = lim sup μ(Γ ). 
x+0 
Proof. Apply Theorem 15·8 and Lemma 10.7. ° 
15.10 Theorem. The convolution product of a continuous and a pure­
ly discontinuous cylinder measure on Η is purely discontinuous. 
The proof is completely analogous to that of Theorem 13.10; use Theorem 
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5.6 and 15.8 instead of 8.7 and 10.12 respectively. 
I5.II Theorem. Let μ be a purely discontinuous cylinder measure on 
H. Then there is a (self-adjoint) Hilbert-Schmidt operator В : Η -*• Η 
such that μ о В - is purely discontinuous. 
Proof. Let ε € (0,—]. By Corollary 15·9 we have for every δ > 0, 
there is an χ £ Η such that 
I|x|I < δ and у(Г
х
) > μ(Η)(ΐ-ε). 
Let η e (0,—]. As in the proof of Lemma 12.5, there is а В € L,- such 
e Π пЬ 
that
 1 ρ 
lim sup μ о В (Г ) > e η μ(Η)(1-ε) 
х+0 Τ1 Х 
(take μ(Η)(ΐ-ε) instead of ε 0). 
Putting η = — we find for every n >_ 3 а В € L such that 
n n HS 
lim sup μ о В"1(Г ) > ехр(- |) (ΐ-ε)μ(Η). 
х-»-0 n χ n 
/
ш
 о * л 
_ . ... Г 2 " п | ' | В
п
| Г B
n
B
n
. Then В € L ^ (and even В = В 2 T|BJ Ι
 Β
η
Β
η
·
 ΊίίΒη Β e
 \χ ^and е еп в = г ' 
n=3 
Furthermore, as in the proof of Theorem 15Л, for every n € N, n >_ 3 
there is an A € L(H) such that В = A о B. Hence (with 15.9) 
n n n 
exp(- |)(ΐ-ε)μ(Η) < (μ о B'1)d(H) = (μ о В - 1 о A^1)d(H) < (μ oB"1)d(H) 
(n > 3, e e (0,J]). 
But then (ΐ-ε)(μ о В"1)(н) = (ΐ-ε)μ(Η) < (у о B"1)d(H). 
2 
Because ε € (0,—] was arbitrary, 
(μ о В"1)(Η) < (μ о B~1)d(H). 
We may conclude that μ о В - is purely discontinuous, α 
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15.12 Summarizing, we have for a cylinder measure μ on H the fol­
lowing equivalences 
V a-additive 
iff 
V HS-continuous 
iff 
Lp HS-continuous 
iff 
HS-lim μ(Γ ) = 0 
x+0 X 
μ continuous 
iff 
μ continuous 
iff 
L\i continuous 
iff 
lim μ(Γ
χ
) = О 
эс+О 
μ purely finitely additive 
iff 
HS-lim inf Ιμ(χ) = 0 
x-*0 
iff 
HS-lim sup μ(Γ ) = μ(Η) 
x+0 
μ purely discontinuous 
iff 
lim inf Ιμ(χ) = 0 
x*0 
iff 
lim sup μ(Γ ) • μ(Η). 
хч-0 X 
1б. Signed cylinder measures 
In this and the next chapter we shall discuss some restrictions we 
made in the preceding theory. For instance we want to know how essen­
tial is the assumption of the positivity of a cylinder measure (see 
1.5). 
16.1 Definition. A hounded function ρ : X •*• R is called a signed 
cylinder measure on Η if the induced p., :¿&(M) -»· R (p„ similar to 1.5) 
~—~~— —~ — M M 
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are σ-additive for the finite dimensional subspaces M. 
l6.2 Let ρ Ъе a signed cylinder measure on H. 
Define p
+
 : 2 •*• R Ъу 
p
 +
 (Z) = sup {píZMlZ' €2 , Ζ' с Ζ} (Ζ€β) 
and ρ : J? -<• R Ъу 
Р_ = Р
+
 - Ρ· 
Decomposition Theorem, ρ and ρ are (non-negative) cylinder mea­
sures on Η. 
ρ and p_ are the smallest cylinder measures in the following sense. 
For every two cylinder measures ΐΓ.,,ΐΓρ with ρ = ъ^-То w e have π- >_ ρ 
and ir. >_ ρ . 
Proof. By elementary methods it can Ъе shown that ρ is finitely 
additive. Next we want to have (p
+
) M σ-additive if M is finite dimen-
00 
sional. Therefore let Z„ = U Z. where all cylinders Z. are pairwise 
0
 i=1 1 1 
disjoint and hased on the same finite dimensional linear suhspace M of 
H (i € N U{0}). Let ε > 0. When we have proved the inequality 
P
+
(Zj-e < £ p
+
(Z.) 
υ
 i=1 
we are done. 
There is a Ζ €J? - say hased on N with dim(N) < ·» - such that 
р+( - е i p(z e) a n d z 6 c Zo· 
Then Ζ. Π Ζ all are based on the finite dimensional M+N and are pair-
wise disjoint. Because P M + N is σ-additive, we have 
Ζ P. (Ζ.) > Σ p(Z, Π Ζε) = p( U (Ζ, η Ζ6)) = ρ(Ζε) ΐΡ.(Ζ
η
)-ε. 
i=1 i=1 ί i=1 χ υ 
Moreover ρ
+
 >_ p. The existence of the decomposition of ρ as the 
IOU 
difference οι two non-negative cylinder measures follows. 
Now suppose that ρ = і
 1-іг_, where it- and π are non-negative cy­
linder measures. Then p
+
(Z) = sup {π.. (Ζ* )-ττ2(Ζ' ) \z' с Z} <_ 
sup {ir^Z'JlZ'c Ζ} = ιτ^Ζ) and hence also p_(Z) <. π2(Ζ) (Ζ €5Γ). 
So the minimality of ρ and p_ has been proved, α 
іб.З Proposition. Let ρ Ъе a signed cylinder measure on H. 
Then ρ is σ-additive iff ρ and ρ are σ-additive. 
Proof. We get the equivalence easily from the definition of p
+
. о 
l6.U We translate several definitions from the previous theory 
for signed cylinder measures - without explicit formulation - in the 
obvious way. In particular, we define for a signed cylinder measure ρ 
its Laplace transform Lp and its Fourier transform ρ Ъу 
Lp = Lp
+
 - Lp_ 
and 
Ρ = (Ρ
+
Γ-(Ρ_Γ 
respectively. 
Remark. (a) L acts linearly on the collection of all signed cy­
linder measures. 
(b) L acts one-to-one on the collection of all symmetric 
signed cylinder measures. 
The corresponding remarks hold for the Fourier transformation. 
Proof. Let ρ and π be signed cylinder measures. 
(a) We have 
(p+it)
+
 + p_ + it_ = (ρ+π)_ + p
+
 + ir
+
. 
Since L is an additive mapping for non-negative cylinder measures it 
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f o l l o w s t h a t 
L(p+ir)+ + Lp_ + Lir_ = L(p+ir)_ + Lp+ + Ьтг+. 
Consequently, 
L(p+ir) = L(p+w) - L(p+ir) = Lp - Lp + Lit - Lit = Lp+Lir. 
(b) Suppose that ρ and π are symmetric and Lp = LIT. 
By (a) we have 
L(p+(p_+ir_)) = L(7T+(p_+ir_)). 
p+(p +тг ) and π+(ρ_+ΐΓ ) are synmetric and non-negative. 
Proposition 10.5 implies that 
ρ+(ρ_+π_) = тг+(р_+іг_). 
Thus ρ = ir. a 
I6.5 Theorem. Let ρ be a signed cylinder measure on H. 
(a) Lp is HS-continuous if ρ is σ-additive. 
(b) The converse of (a) holds if ρ is symmetric. 
Proof. The statement in (a) is a consequence of Proposition 16.3 
and Theorem 10.10. 
In order to prove the converse, suppose that lp is HS-continuous and ρ 
is symmetric. Then 
HS-lim Lp(y) = Lp(x) (x e Η). 
By Theorem 10.1^ we have for every χ € Η, 
L(p
+
)(J(x) = HS-lim inf Lp+(y) = HS-lim inf (Lp(y) + Lp_(y)) 
у-мс уч-х 
= HS-lim Lp(y) + HS-lim inf Lp_(y) = Lp(x) + L(p_) (x). 
y+x y->-x 
Using Remark (a) of I6.U it follows that 
L(p
+
)
a
 = L(p + (ρ_)
σ
). 
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Since ρ' is symmetric (i.e. p(Z) = p(-Z) for every Ζ €.Z ) also 
ρ
+
,ρ_»(ρ
+
)
σ
 and (p_)
a
 are symmetric. 
Remaxk 16Д (b) implies that 
(ρ
+
)
σ
 = Ρ + (Ρ_)
σ
. 
Hence ρ = (ρ ) -(ρ ) is σ-additive. a 
16.6 The fact that Lp is HS-continuous does not imply that p. and 
p_ are σ-additive. So the condition "p is symmetric" in 16.5 is not 
redundant. 
Example. Take ρ = δ * λ - δ *λ, where e € Η, ||e|| = 1 and λ 
is the Gaussian measure with variance 1. 
By Remark -[б.к (a) we have Lp = L(« * λ) - L(«_ * λ) = 
L(6
e
 * λ) - L(í_e * λ)") = L(6 * λ) - L(6e * λ) = 0. 
So clearly Lp is HS-continuous. 
But ρ is not σ-additive, for ρ is not HS-continuous. 
To prove this, consider the sequence χ.,Χρ,.·. with χ = e+e ({e } _. 
is an orthonormal hase of [e] ). 
It is easy to see that Bx = Be + Be converges to Be for every В € L,,,. 
Hence HS-lim χ = e. 
But p(x
n
)Te i < xn' e >
 е
-*Пх
п
І| 2 .
 е
-1<*п.е>
е
-Жх
п
1|2 . 
2i
 е
-гІІ
х
пІІ sin(<x
n
,e>) = 2i e"1 sin 1 (η € N) 
1 
and P(e) = 2i e~5 sin 1. 
From this example it follows that one can not expect a theorem 
like in 12.1 for signed cylinder measures. 
16.7 Lemma. Let ρ be a symmetric signed cylinder measure on H. 
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Assume that ρ is HS-continuous. 
Then ρ is σ-additive. 
Proof. By Theorem l6.5 it suffices to prove that Lp is HS-conti­
nuous . 
From the proof of Lemma lU.3 it follows that there is a self-adjoint 
В € Іід- such that for each e > 0 eind a 6 Η there is a δ > 0 vith 
|p(a) - p(y)| < e if ||Ba-By|| < 6 (у e Η). 
Let a., »a.,... be a sequence in Η with lim Ba = Ba. 
к-н»
 к 
Then lim Р(\) = Ρ (a). 
k-w 
We have for every C^-function f : R •+· C, 
lim ƒ f(t) dp (t) = ƒ f(t) dp (t) 
k*» R \ R 
(see the proof of Theorem 5.2). 
Taking for f the function t -»• e~' ' (t € R), it follows that 
lim ƒ е"І І dp (t) = ƒ е"ІгІ dp (t). 
k·«· R \ R 
In other words 
lim LPÍa^) = Ьр(а). 
к·«· 
Hence for each a £ Η, ε > 0 there is a δ > 0 with 
|Lp(a) - Lp(y)| < e if ||Ba-By|| < δ (у € Η). 
This means exactly that Ιψ is HS-continuous. о 
16.8 Theorem. A signed cylinder measure ρ on Η is σ-additive if 
and only if ρ is HS-continuous. 
Proof. Let ρ Ъе such that ρ is HS-continuous. Define 
if - Ρ-(Ρ
+
)
σ
 +
 (Ρ_)
σ
. 
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Then π and тг_ are purely finitely additive and π is again HS-continu-
ous. We shall prove that π equals the zero measure. 
ir+ir is symmetric and (л-иО'Чз HS-continuous. Hence Ъу Lemma l6.7 we 
have that π+π - is σ-additive. 
But (π+τΓ~)
+
 <_ π + (ir~)
+
 = ττ
+
 + (ir
+
)~ and ir
+
 + (ir
+
)~ is ргдгеіу finite­
ly additive. 
Consequently (іг+и-) » 0. Similarly (тт+тг-) = 0. So ir+ir" - 0. This 
means that π = -π" = (τ_)" - (ir.)" (so to say, π is "anti"-symmetric). 
By the minimality of ir and ir_ we have 
ir
+
 £ (*_)" and ιτ_ <_ (ir )". 
Hence (if_)" i ir. £ ('T )~; in orther words (ir_)~ = ir.. 
Remark that ir * π = -π * ir"and ir * ir = ir * (ir ) _ are symmetric and 
their Fourier transforms are HS-continuous. By Lemma 16.7, ir * π and 
ir
+
 * ir are σ-additive. 
Hence ir * ir+ 2ir
+
 * ir = π * ir. + ir_ * it_ is σ-additive. 
Using Proposition 13.11 we get that π and ir_ are σ-additive. But in 
the beginning of the proof is stated that ir and ir are purely finite­
ly additive. So ir. = ir_ = 0 and the proof is finished. 
The converse statement is trivial, D 
16.9 Theorem. Let ρ Ъе a signed cylinder measure on H. 
The following statements are equivalent. 
(1) For every HS-partition {Z } , we have 
η n=l 
P(Z) = г p(z η z ) (z ег ). 
η=1 
(2) ρ о В~ is σ-additive for every В € Ц,5. 
(3) Р^ . and p_ are continuous. 
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(U) For every η € Ν, f : R •*• С bounded and continuous, 
(a-,...,a ) 6 H n and all sequences к -»· (а. (к),... ,a (к)) in H n, 
converging to (a1,...,an) ve have 
lim /
n
f(t)dp
 ( . . dt) = /nf(t)dp (t). 
(See Definition U.7·) 
(5)·Ρ is continuous. 
Proof. We shall prove the implications (1) -»· (3) •*• (2) •*· ( 1 ) and 
(5) * (3) * (U) * (5). 
(1) •* (3)· For every ζ = {Z } , £ Τ (see 15·1) we have 
η n=i 
p(Z) = Ζ p(Z Π Ζ ) = Σ ρ^(Ζ H Z ) - Σ ρ ( Ζ η ζ ) = 
η=1 η η=1 + η η=1 -
(ρ
+
)
ζ
(ζ) - (Ρ_)
Ζ
(Ζ) (ζ e z ) . 
Hence ρ = (ρ
+
)
ζ
 - (ρ_)
ζ
 = ρ
+
 - ρ_. 
By the minimality of ρ
+
 and p_ we have 
(p
+
)
z
 i P
+
 ^ d ( P _ ) Z 1 P_· 
But then (p.)_ = P. and (p ) = ρ and from Corollary I?·'* it follows 
that ρ and ρ are continuous. 
(3) •*· (2). If p
+
 and p_ are continuous and В € L,-, p + о В - and 
ρ о В" are σ-additive. So ρ о В~ is σ-additive. 
(2) -•• (i). Take an arbitrary HS-partition {Z }
 1 and an arbitrary cy­
linder set Ζ in H. First we shall show that there is а С £ L·,-, a par­
tition {V } , of Η Ъу cylinders and a V €Z such that 
η n
si 
Ζ • C"1(V) and Z
n
 = C"1(V
n
) ( η € Ν ) . 
Write Ζ = Β" (Ζ') (η € Ν) for a certain В € L,- and a partition 
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{Ζ'} _. of Η Ъу cylinders. Let Ζ Ъе Ъазесі on the finite dimensional M. 
Then Ζ = P"1(Z). M 
Define the Hilbert-Schmidt operator С on H by 
с = /в В + P„. M 
There exist A,Q £ L(H) such that 
AC = В and QC = P„. 
M 
Hence Ζ = C" 1(Q" 1(Z)) and Z
n
 = C"1(A"1(Z¿)) (η € Ν) and ve can take 
V = Q"1(Z) and V = Α"1(Ζ·) (η € Ν). 
η η 
οο 
We have to prove that p(Z) = Σ p(Z Π Ζ ). 
n=1 
p(Z) = piC"1^)) = ρ о C"1(V) = Σ ρ о C"1(V Π V
n
) = 
n=
ol 
Σ P(C'1(V) Π С"1(
 п
)) = Σ p(Z Π Ζ ). 
, η , η 
η=1 η=1 
(3) ·*· (Ό follows immediately from Definition 5·1 and the fact that 
(p -p ). = (p ) - (p ) (n € N, 
+
 -
 ъ1 bn +г.1,...,ъп -^,...^ η 
Ъ,,...,^ € Η). 
(Ό -*· (5). In statement (Μ take η = 1 and f : R ·*· С defined Ъу 
f(t) = е І (t € R). 
(5) -* (3). Analogously to Theorem 16.5 we have the following. 
If Ifi is continuous and ρ is symmetric, ρ = (p
+
) -(ρ ) . (Use 
Theorem I5.8 instead of Theorem 10.1U). 
But then we just have to copy the proofs of Lemma I6.T and 
Theorem I6.8, replacing some terms concerning σ-additivity Ъу the 
corresponding ones for continuity in the obvious way. It follows that 
Ρ - (P
+
)
c
 - (P_)
c
. о 
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16.10 Definition. A signed cylinder measure ρ is said to be con­
tinuous if ρ has (one of) the five properties of Theorem 16.9. 
By property (3) this definition is in accordance with the concept of 
continuity of (non-negative) cylinder measures. 
It is obvious how we should define the purely finitely additive 
and the purely discontinuous part of a signed cylinder measure. 
Armed with this knowledge we axe able to translate several theo­
rems for signed cylinder measures on H. 
17· The non-separable and complex cases 
In this chapter until 17.8 Η is a non-separable real Hilbert 
space. Let S be again the collection of all cylinder sets (based on 
the finite dimensional subspaces) (see Definition 1.1). Further we 
shall not define explicitly concepts in the following which are obvious 
generalizations of definitions in the preceding theory. 
17.1 Assertion. The closed unit ball 
В = {χ e Η I ||x|| < 1} 
in Η does not belong to Σ(3). 
(Compare this with 1.U). 
Proof. Let us call the subsets of Η of the form 
P " (A) (M is a separable subspace of H; А €А(М)) 
semi-cylinders. 
The collection 3 of all semi-cylinders in Η is a a-algebra. 
For, let {Z.}· , be a countable subset of S· Say Z. = P~ (A·) where 
1 l—l 1 M. 1 
1 
M. is separable and A· £ <ö(M. ) (i € Ν). Let M 0 be the closure of the 
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sum of all M·. 
Then M 0 is again a separable Hilbert space and 
Z i = P^
1(Ai + (M0 θ Mi)) (i € N). 
(м0 β мі = м 0 Π l¿.) 
ш во 
Then U Ζ. = Р"1( U (Α. + (Μ
Λ
 θ M.))) and 
i=1 1 Mo i=i 1 0 1 
CO 
U (Ai + (M0 θ М£)) €(6(M0). 
So U Ζ· is again a semi-cylinder. 
i=1 1 
"S satisfies trivially the other conditions to be a σ-algebra. 
It follows that Ζ(3) <= 3<=<Ô(H). 
(In fact, S is precisely tne o-algebra і(Я) generated by 3 (see Lemma 
1Л). 
Clearly the Borei set В is not a semi-cylinder. Hence В g Σ (г), α 
17.2 Remark. A σ-additive Borei measure on Η (i.e. on А(н)) gives 
rise to a σ-additive cylinder measure on Η (i.e. опЯ). However it is 
not clear that there is a one-one correspondence between the (σ-addi­
tive Borei) measures on Η and the σ-additive cylinder measures on H, 
as in the separable case. (See [13]; compare this with Remark (3) in 
17.6.) 
By Theorem 17.5 the study of σ-additive cylinder measures on Η 
will be reduced to the case in which the Hilbert space is separable. 
17-3 Let Bip) denote the closed ball in Η with center 0 and radius 
R (R > 0), 
B(R) = {x € Η | ||x|| < R}. 
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Let Ç Ъе the collection of all separable Hilbert siibspaces of H, direc­
ted Ъу inclusion. 
Let μ Ъе a σ-additive cylinder measure on H. Fix an R £ R, R > 0. Con­
sider the net 
M ->• μ
Μ
(Β(Η) Π M) (M e? ). 
Remark that B(R) П M is a Borei set in the separable M and that μ,, is 
M 
a σ-additive cylinder measure on M (and hence it is uniquely extenda-
ble to a σ-additive Borei measure (μ
Μ
) on M). Thus the expression 
U W(B(R) Π M) makes sense. M 
For M,N € ^  , M с: N we have - by the uniqueness of the extensions 
of μ,, and μ., to <б(м) andiö(N) respectively (see 1.10) -M и 
μ
Μ
(Β(Η) Π M) = îiN((B(R) Π M) + (Ν θ M)) > μ
Ν
(Β(Ρ) П Ν) 
and therefore the net is non-increasing. 
Moreover it is bounded. Hence the net is convergent. 
Define μ(Β(Η)) = lim μ„(Β(κ) n м)· 
ме? м 
For each η € Ν, there is an M €Ç such that 
η » 
VM (B(R) Π M ) < 7 + μ(Β(Ρ)). 
Μ η — η 
η 
It follows that μ(Β(Η)) = lim μ„ (B(R) П M ). 
Μ η 
η-*· η 
Let M-(R) be the closure of the sum Σ M in H. 
η€Ν 
Then M 0(R) 6£ and 
μ
Μ
 (B(R) Π Μ
η
) > μ
Μ
 (R)(B(R) П M 0 ( R ) ) > μ(Β(Η)) (η £ Ν). 
It follows that μ(Β(Η)) = μ
Μ
 (R)(B(R) Π M 0 ( R ) ) . 
It is easy to see that the function 
R -»· μ(Β(Η)) (R e R, R > 0) 
11U 
is non-decreasing. So except for an at most countable set I, every 
R > 0 is continuity point of this function. 
Let R run through Q U I . Define M- as the closure of the sum 
Σ M
n
(R) in H. M
n
 is again a separable Hilbert subspace of Η and 
R€QUI 
for every R € Q U I , R > 0 w e have 
w(B(R)) = uM (B(R) Π M 0). 
Since R -»· U(B(R)) (R € R\I, R > θ) is continuous and 
R •*• μ (Bip) Π M.) (R € R, R > θ) is non-decreasing, it follows that 
w(B(R)) = μ„ (B(R) Π M
n
) for every R £ R, R > 0. 
м0 0 
We formulate our conclusion in the following 
Lemma. Let μ be a σ-additive cylinder measure on H. Let μ(Β(Η)) be de­
fined as above (R > 0). Then there is a separable subspace M- of Η such 
that 
μ(Β(Η)) = μ
Μ
 (B(R) П MQ) (R € R, R > 0). 
IT.·* We continue with a σ-additive cylinder measure μ and the se­
parable MQ belonging to μ as in the lemma. 
Let L = [e] (where e € H, ||e|| = 1) be a one-dimensional subspace of 
ΜΓ and denote M.+L by M1. 
It is our intention to prove that μ is a positive multiple of the 
Dirac measure at 0 on L, 
μ
τ
 = μ(Η)δ on L. 
We have to prove that μ
Μ
 (M ) = 0 (the complement is taken within M. ). 
Let Ρ : M1 -·• Mj. be the orthogonal projection onto M-. For R > 0 
denote by D(R) the Borei set 
p-1(B(R))\B(R) = {χ € Μ, Ι ||Ρχ|| < R, ||x|| > R} in M,. 
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Because ^ (ВСЮ П M, ) = U M (B(R) Π MQ) = u M (Ρ"
Ί(Β(Η))) = 
1 
for every positive real number R we have 
μ (D(R) U (B(R) Π М^) (R > θ), 
Take an η € Ν. 
Claim: 
¿ M (D(R)) = 0. 
и D(-VE) => г . 
k-1 n 
(Here Г
у
 = {x 6 M1 | |<x,y>| > 1} (у € M,).) 
Let χ 6 Г . Then |<х,пе>1 > 1 and so ||x-Pxl| > —. 
n e I » Ι ι ι ι ι η 
There is а к € Ν such that 
'Γ 
vi 
М1 = M 0 +L 
%t2b*-'¿#'-*'-*-
We have | |x| | = /\ |Px| |2+| |x-Px| f > Д ^ к - і Г + ^ = І^. 
η η 
So χ e Di-Vìi) and the claim has Ъееп proved. 
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From the claim and the σ-additivity of μ
Μ
 it follows that 
M. ne 
с ^ . Since η € N was arbitrary. M- = U Γ and μ,, is σ-additive, we have 
* 0 ,.„ ne M, ' 
пек 1 
17·5 Theorem. Let u be a σ-additive cylinder measure on H. Then 
there is a separable Hilbert subspace M. of H on which μ is concentra­
ted, , 
μ ^ = μ(Η)δ on М^. 
Ehren 
μ = μ,, χ à ± (as cylinder measures!). 
Μ0 "θ 
(For the concept of product (cylinder) measure see 3.1.) 
Proof. Let M. be as in Lemma 17.3. 
In 17·k we proved that μ. = μ(Η)δ for every one-dimensional L с MT. 
It follows that 
μ
Μ
1=μ(Η)δ
Μ
1 on M^ 
as cylinder measures (compare this with Proposition 11.8). 
Let M = hL+Mp be a finite dimensional linear subspace with 
M. с M 0 and M с M¿. 
Let Ρ : M -»· Mp be the canonical projection onto Mp. Then for every 
A € <6(M) we have 
0 i P M(A) 1
 м
(р(А)+м1) = μ Μ (P(A)) = δ Μ (P(A)) 
and hence 
μ (A) = 0 if О І P(A) or equivalently Α Π M.. = 0. 
But this implies that μ„(Α) = μ„(Α Π M. ) « μ„((Α П Mj+M^.) = 
M M 1 M I ¿ 
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μ
Μ
( Α η Μ 1 ) = ( μ Μ χ δ Μ ) (Α) (Ae<Ö(M)). 
Because every Ζ EZ is based on an M of the form above, it follows 
that 
μ = VM * SJ. on z . a M0 "o 
17.6 Corollary. A σ-additive cylinder measure μ on Η is extendable 
in a natural way to a σ-additive Borei measure μ on H. 
Proof. By Theorem 17·5 there is a separable Hilbert subspace M- of 
Η such that 
μ = μ
Μ
 x ÍJ.. 
M0 % 
μ,, is uniquely extendable to a σ-additive Borei measure (μ,, ) on M_ 
м 0 м 0 0 
(see 1.10). 
Define μ(Α) = (μ
Μ
 Г(А П M
n
) (А € А(Н)). 
м 0 0 
Then μ is а σ-additive measure onA(H). 
Let the cylinder Ζ be based on the finite dimensional M; that 
means Ζ = A+M for some A € А(М). 
We may suppose that M = M..+M- where M1 с M. and Mp <= Mr. Then 
íí(Z) = (μ
Μ
 ΓίΖ Π Μ 0) = (μΜ Γ((Α Π M^+ÍMQ θ Μ1 ) ) = 
μ
Μ
 ((Α Π M^+ÍMg θ Μ.,)) » μ
Μ
 (Α Π Μ,) - μ(Ζ). 
The verification of the second equality is left to the reader. 
For the last equality we refer to the end of the proof of Theorem 17.5· 
It follows that îf indeed is an extension of μ. о 
Remark. (1) μ is independent of the choice of M-. 
(2) A σ-additive cylinder measure μ is uniquely extendable 
to a regular measure μ. (See [l6], pp. 265 for the definition of the 
concept "regular".) 
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For, the μ of Corollary 17.6 is regular. This follows from Prohorov's 
Theorem; see [1], pp. 71· On the other hand, if ν is a regular exten­
sion of μ, there is an increasing sequence K..,K„,... of compact sub­
sets of Η such that 
v(H) = lim v(K ). 
η 
η-κ» 
Because all К 's are compact, there is a separable suhspace M of H 
which contains all К 's. We have v.. = μ„ and ν (A) = v„(A Π M) for all 
η м м M 
Α €<β(Μ). Further apply Remark (1) and we get μ = v. 
(3) In general, the uniqueness of the extension, mentio­
ned in the corollary is not clear. In fact, this is closely related 
to the existence of measurable cardinal numbers. 
Definition. (S. Ulam). A cardinal ρ is said to be measurable if 
for a (every) set X of power ρ there is a non-trivial measure on X, 
defined for every subset of X, such that the measure of one-point 
sets is zero. 
Further on we use the following fact (see [5], Theorem 12.5 (iii)). 
If ρ is a non-measurable cardinal, 2 P is non-measurable too. For this 
and other basic properties of non-measurable cardinals we refer also 
to [19]· Remark that it is not known whether the hypothesis 
"There exist measurable cardinals" 
is consistent with the Zermelo-Fraenkel-axioms of Set Theory (even if 
we assume the axioms of Set Theory to be consistent). 
I7.7 Theorem. The correspondence between σ-additive cylinder mea­
sures and Borei measures on H (as in 17-6) is one-to-one if and only 
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if the power of H is non-measurable. 
Proof. If the correspondence of Corollary 17.6 is one-one, for 
every (finite) Borei measure μ on H there exists a separable Hilbert 
subspace M- such that 
y(A) = μ
Μ
 (Α Π M ) (A EACH)), 
м 0 О 
where у,, is a measure on<S(M„). 
м 0 О 
So we have 
U(MQ) = 0. 
From Theorem IV of a paper of Marczewski and Sikorski (see [13], pp. 
137) it follows that the topology of H has a base whose power ρ is a 
non-measurable cardinal. But then the power of Η is less than or equal 
to the non-measurable cardinal 2*" and consequently it is non-measura-
hle. (Define i(x) as the collection of all sets in the topological 
base, which contain χ (χ € Η); then i embeds Η in a set of power З1*). 
Conversely, from the fact that the power of Η is non-measurahle, 
it follows that the topology of Η has a hase of non-measurable power. 
Let μ be a Borei measure on H. By Theorem III of the paper mentioned 
above, we know that there is a decomposition 
H = N U S, 
where S is a separable subset of H and μ(Ν) = 0. 
Since consequently the closure of the linear hull of S is separable 
we can write 
H = м 0 и MJ, 
with M. is a separable Hilbert subspace and yÍM.) = 0. 
Therefore we can get у from a σ-additive cylinder measure on M- by 
the extension procedure of Corollary 17·6. α 
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The Fourier transformation acts injeotively on the cylinder mea­
sures (see U.U). Hence for separahle Hilbert spaces the Fourier trans­
formation is a one-to-one mapping even on the Borei measures. More ge­
nerally, this is true precisely if the power of H is non-measurable. 
17«8 Let H be a complex Hilbert space with inner product < , >. 
We observe that H is also a real vector space if the multiplication by 
scalare is restricted to the real numbers. 
Define for any two vectors χ and y in Η 
^»У*^. - Re(<x,y>). 
H, regarded as a real vector space, together with the inner product 
< , > will be denoted by Η , Η is a real Hilbert space. 
We can introduce the concepts "cylinder set" and "cylinder mea­
sure" for H as follows. 
Definition. A cylinder set Ζ in Η is a subset of Η of the form 
Ζ = {ζ € Η I (<z,c1> <z,cn>) £ A}, 
where η € Ν, (^.....cj e H n, A e<$(Cn). 
Definition. A cylinder measure μ on Η is an additive function 
from the collection of all cylinder sets in Η to [O,«) for which the 
induced measures μ,, (as in I.5) for finite dimensional M are σ-addi-
M 
tive. 
17·9 Proposition. The cylinder sets in Η are precisely the sub­
sets of Η which are cylinder sets in the real Hilbert space Η . 
Proof. Let Ζ = {ζ € Η | (<z,c1>,...,<z,c >) € A} be a cylinder 
set in Η ((c1,...,cn) € Hn, A €<8(Cn)). 
Define Ar = { (s.,,... »sn,t1,... ,tn) € R | (s1+it1,.,. ,sn+itn) e A}. 
Í2Í 
Because <z,c.> - Re(<z,c.>) + i Im(<z,c.>) = 
J J J 
Re(<z,c.>) +i Re(<z,io.>) = <z,o.> + i<z,ic.> (j e {1,...,n}) J J J r о г 
we have that ζ € Ζ iff 
(<z,o1>r,...,<z,cn>r,<z,ic1>r,...,<z,icn>r) € Ar. 
Hence Ζ = {z £ Η |(<z,o
<
> <z,ic >) e A } is a cylinder in Η . 
r' ι r η г г 
Conversely, a cylinder set Ζ in Η is of the form 
{z € Hr|(<z,a1>r,...,<z,an>r) € A r}, 
where η € Ν, (в..,...,&) € н", A €Ä(R n). 
ι η г г 
Define the Borei set A in C n Ъу 
A = {(v1,...,vn) € Cn|(Re(v1),...,Re(vn)) € A r}. 
ζ € Ζ iff (Re(<z,a1>),...,Re(<z,a >)) e A , that means iff 
г ι η г 
(<z,a1>,...,<z,an>) € Α. 
So we have 
Z
r
 = ίζ € H|(<z,a1>,...,<z,an>) € A} and 
Ζ is a cylinder set in the complex Hilbert space Η. α 
IT.10 From Proposition 17·9 it follows that the cylinder measure 
on Η are precisely the cylinder measures on Η . 
In this manner we can translate other definitions and theorems from 
our theory for real Hilbert spaces to the complex case. 
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NOTATIONS 
Throughout this thesis H stand for a Hilhert space of infi­
nite dimension. 
For a space X and a fixed (σ-) algebra JSof subsets of X we shall use 
the expressions "(cylinder) measure on X" and "(cylinder) measure on 
* " indiscriminately. 
"dim" is an aVbreviation of "dimension" ела "iff" stands for "if and 
only if". 
The end of a proof is marked by a block o. 
List of 
<x,y> 
<x,y>
r 
I M I 
І | в | | 2 
H
r 
M1 
H, «н 2 
Η
Ι Θ
Η 2 
ΣΜ. 
[a^..., 
LiH^Hg) 
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hs 
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11 
121 
11 
56 
121 
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21 
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Ili* 
*n>
6 
21 
22 
56 
vith the 
PM 
* 
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*(B) 
6 
fi
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^« 
μ
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"f 
\ 
ν
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ν 
page of 
11 
22 
91 
из 
1U 
11* 
22 
17 
36 
36 
39 
39 
96 
first occurence. 
vz 
μ 
iì 
л» 
Ι-μ 
ρ + 
Ρ_ 
μ χ 
μ * 
μ ν 
μ л 
ν». 
Κ 
ν 
ν 
ν 
ν 
96 
25 
25 
63 
6U 
ιοί* 
ιοί* 
21 
23 
23 
23 
35 
96 
μ ο Β - 1 
а!,....ад 
μ
Μ 
Γ 
χ 
γ
(η) 
'χ 
Ύ
χ 
V\A 
А
с 
ΧΑ 
χ 
* 
Ι<*> 
<*(χ) 
Чм 
22 
26 
13 
31 
55 
56 
1*0 
12 
25 
12 
96 
12 
11 
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SAMENVATTING 
Cylindermaten op reële separabele Hirbertruimten zijn een 
voor de hand liggende generalisatie van Borel-maten op eindigdimen-
sionale lineaire ruimten. Op een oneindigdimensionale Hilbertruimte 
zijn echter niet alle (eindig additieve) cylindermaten σ-additief. 
R.A. Minios introduceerde een zwakke vorm van cr-additieviteit voor 
cylinder maten, de z.g. continuïteit (zie Corollarium 15.^). 
Een der problemen in de maattheorie op Hilbertruimten is karakterise-
ringen te vinden van σ-additieviteit en continuïteit van cylinder-
maten. 
In de eerste hoofdstukken behandelen we de theorie die aan 
de basis ligt van ons verdere werk. 
Voor ons onderzoek zijn de volgende opmerkingen van belang: 
(1) Een cylindermaat is opsplitsbaar in een σ-additieve en een 
zuiver eindig additieve cylindermaat. Evenzo kunnen we een cylinder­
maat schrijven als som van een continue en een zuiver discontinue cy­
lindermaat (zie Hoofdstuk 6). 
(2) Voor sommige doeleinden verdient de Laplace-transformatie L 
voor cylindermaten de voorkeur boven de Fouriertransformatie (zie 
Hoofdstuk 10). 
We bewijzen de volgende stellingen, welke we als generalisa­
ties kunnen zien van stellingen van Sazonov en Minios. 
Voor een cylindermaat ν op een reële separabele Hilbertruim-
te Η en voor elke χ € Η geldt: 
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L(uJ(x) = HS-lim inf Lp(y) (Stelling 10.lU) 
σ
 JM-X 
I"(vJ(x) = lim inf Ly(y) (Stelling 15.8) 
c
 y^x 
(De HS-topologie is hiertij een relatief zwakke topologie op Η; μ en 
V zijn respectievelijk het σ-additieve en het continue deel van μ). 
Merk op dat de analogons van deze stellingen voor de Fourier-transfor-
matie niet gelden. 
We behandelen'de samenstelling van cylindermaten met begrens­
de lineaire operatoren, i.h.b. met projecties. 
Voor de belangrijke rotatie-invariante cylindermaten bewijzen we m.b.v. 
Stelling 10.lU het volgende: 
Zij μ een rotatie-invariante cylindermaat. Voor Hilbert-
Schmidt operatoren В is de samenstelling μ o B - σ-additief, 
voor andere operatoren zuiver eindig additief (zie Hoofdstuk 
11). 
Verder beschrijven we in dit proefschrift het gedrag van het 
convolutieproduct van cylindermaten met betrekking tot σ-additieviteit 
en continuïteit (zie Hoofdstuk 13 en Stelling 15·10).Hiervoor blijkt op-
nieuw de Laplace-transformatie nuttig te zijn. 
Tenslotte tonen we in de laatste twee hoofdstukken aan dat 
veel stellingen uit de voorafgaande theorie geldig blijven als we wer-
ken met 
(1) getekende cylindermaten 
(We onderzoeken i.h.b. het continuïteitsbegrip). 
(2) niet-separabele Hilbertruimten 
(σ-additieve cylindermaten blijken geconcentreerd te zijn in separa-
bele deelruimten). 
(3) complexe Hilbertruimten. 
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STELLINGEN 
I 
Een funktie G : IE χ IB •+• ΙΕ noemen we een gemiddelde als er een 
kontinue eeneenduidige funktie f van IR naar IR bestaat, zo dat 
G(x,y)=f-1 (ifelfSlli) (X,y€IR+). 
Een kontinue funktie G : IE χ IR -*· IR is dan en slechts dan een ge­
middelde als (a) χ < G(x,y) < y voor alle x,y € IR met χ < y 
In (Ъ) 0((3(χ
σ
(ι)»χ
σ
(2)^'0^χσ(3)'Χσ(1*)^ onafhankeliòk is van 
σ € Sv (voor alle x1 ,Χρ,χ-,χ, e IR ). 
II 
Zij к € IN. Een funktie F : {0,1} -»-{0,1} heeft eigenschap (*) als er 
к
 k 
een η » (η.,...,IL) € IR bestaat met Ση. = 1 en η. >. 0 voor alle 
i = 1 ι ι 
i € {1,...,к},zodanig dat geldt: F(x) = 1 «-» <x,n> > i (χ € {0,1} ) 
F(x) = 0 ~ <x,n> < i (χ e {0,1}k). 
(a) Als к > 5» is er een F : {0,1} •*• (0,1}, die monotoon stijgend is 
(d.w.z. F(x) >, F(y) als χ >_ у (x,y € {0,1} ), die zelfduaal is 
(d.w.z. F(1-x) = 1-F(x) voor alle χ € {0,1} ) en die eigenschap (*) 
niet heeft. 
(b) Als к <_ 5» dan heeft elke monotoon stijgende, zelf duale 
F : {0,1}k ->- {0,1} eigenschap (*). 
Amer.Math.Monthly 19721 pp.190. 
Ill 
Bij elk tweetal (σ-additieve) kansmaten μ en ν op het segment [0,1], 
met supp(u) э supp(v), is er een eindig additieve maat ρ op [0,1], die 
absoluut kontinu is t.o.v. μ en die groter of gelijk is aan ν op de 
open boielverzamelingen van 10,1 ] . 
IV 
Zij (A,I I ||) een genormeerde algebra over С met identiteit e, waar­
voor geldt dat de bol {x 6 A | | |x| | <. | |e| | } glad is in e. 
Als er een norm || ||1 op A is, zodanig dat er voor elke χ € A een 
6 > 0 bestaat zo dat 
IKe+Vx) 1 1!^ 
lim inf sup -— — — . ||e|| < «, 
tt+o» |μ|<δ ||e+vx|| 
dan is A = Ce. 
V 
In een genormeerde ruimte E over IR definiëren we 
¿l_(a,[b]) = arcsin (γτ—TT inf ||a-Xb||) 
(a,b € E, a fí 0). 
Laat E en F genormeerde ruimten over IR zijn en zij Τ : E •*• F een 
lineaire injectie. Dan geldt: 
Τ behoudt hoeken dan en slechts dan als Τ het produit is van 
een skalairvermenigvuldiging en een lineaire isometrie. 
VI 
De bewering over het aantal preferentie-indifferentie ordeningen in 
een eindige verzameling op blz. 13 in [l] is onjuist. 
[1] ï. Murakami, Logic and Social Choice (Dover Pubi.Ine,1968). 
VII 
Het verdient aanbeveling spelen (zoals dammen, nim, solitaire) in het 
leerpakket van het L.O. op te nemen. 


